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Abstract
I have studied the effects of polydispersity in systems of hard-sphere, colloidal
PMMA particles with and without short-range attraction.
In hard-sphere, colloidal systems, the parameter controlling phase behaviour is
φ, the volume fraction of colloids in the solvent. As φ increases in polydisperse
systems, theory predicts a transition from a single phase fluid to a fluid coexisting
with a solid (crystal), to a fluid coexisting with multiple solid phases. By
considering a volume fraction series of particles with 12% polydispersity and
comparing the results with previous experimental results and predictions of the
volume fractions within the coexistence regions, we concluded that this system
may be exhibiting both fluid-solid and fluid-solid-solid behaviour within the
experimental coexistence region.
Theory also predicts that coexisting phases in polydisperse hard-sphere systems
will fractionate: they will contain different particle size distributions (psds). This
was investigated by directly measuring psds for one sample within the coexistence
region at different time points. The results show that no statistically significant
size fractionation was present after 28 days but by 120 days the solid phase
contained a slightly narrower distribution of larger particles than the coexisting
fluid phase.
At φ higher than the coexistence region in this polydisperse system, the expected
coexisting solids are not observed. Instead, a novel, non-equilibrium phase
is present. The dynamics were probed using 3-dimensional dynamic light
scattering, which confirmed the non-equilibrium nature of the phase: significant
dynamical heterogeneities and anomalous ageing behaviour were present. These
experimental dynamics are compared with dynamics obtained from simulations of
different hard-sphere psds, including the experimental particle size distribution.
The effect of adding a short-range, depletion attraction to a polydisperse colloidal
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system was systematically explored. Phase boundaries and the position of the
metastable gas-liquid binodal were determined experimentally. The resultant
phase diagram topology is qualitatively different to a system of monodisperse
particles with the same attraction range. Furthermore, within the metastable
binodal region, three-phase gas-liquid-solid samples were observed, which is
neither an equilibrium or metastable state in monodisperse systems. The
coexisting samples were again characterised using electron microscopy and also
small-angle x-ray scattering, which revealed significant size fractionation in the
gas-liquid separated samples but not in the samples which eventually crystallised.
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Lay Summary
A “colloid” is the general term to describe a particle with a size on the order of 1
nanometre to 10 microns in size. The particles used in this study are made of a
solid polymer, suspended in a solvent, creating a colloidal suspension. Colloidal
suspensions are useful as they display a lot of the same physics as atomic systems,
whose constituents are too small to study directly, but they also have interesting
physics of their own.
In this thesis I limit my study to uncharged, spherical colloidal particles. First,
I investigate the behaviour of the colloidal suspension when the concentration of
particles is varied. The state of the system is controlled just by the fraction (of
the total volume) of particles in the suspension, f . Increasing f , identical particle
suspensions transition from a well-mixed colloidal fluid, to two phases consisting
of a fluid and an ordered crystal phase. Next with increasing volume fraction,
a fully ordered crystal phase is observed and above 58% of particles, a colloidal
glass phase is observed.
In this thesis I consider how these phases are changed when, instead of having
identical particles, a range of particle sizes are used. The particles have a
distribution of sizes, with an average diameter of approximately 300 nm. In
this case, the fully ordered phase no longer appears; I observe evidence for both
arrested and fluid-like, mobile particles. Furthermore, I observe phase behaviour
consistent with the system attempting to reach an equilibrium of a fluid coexisting
with multiple solid phases, which has not been experimentally verified until now.
I then consider the different phases that occur when the particles are attracted
to one other over small distances. The phase diagram of observed phases is
significantly different when the particles have a range of sizes compared to
identical particles: new phases are observed and even the known phases occur
in different regions of the diagram.
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A challenge in this work was carefully measuring the sizes of the particles in
different phases, so I describe my method of extracting sizes from electron
microscopy images and how these compare to average size measurements from
other methods, such as x-ray scattering. The new phases and behaviour I
investigated in this thesis are a direct consequence of the distribution of sizes
in the colloidal suspension; my work highlights the importance of measuring size
distributions in research involving colloidal particles.
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Products with colloidal constituents are prevalent in everyday life, including milk,
paint, ink, and cosmetics. A colloid is a particle with a lengthscale of the order of
a few nanometers to a few microns; a particle which undergoes Brownian motion.
Brownian motion has been long studied, since Robert Brown’s experiments on
pollen grains in the early 19th century [14]. Brown observed random motions
of small particles ejected from pollen grains suspended in water. In order to
discern the source of the erratic motion, Brown studied first pollen from different
species, preserved and dried plants, then later any material from which he could
obtain small ‘molecules’1. He concluded that, while he did not understand
the source, the motion was universal to these small particles and not due to
evaporation of the water. Later, Perrin utilised Brownian (colloidal) particles
to determine Avogadro’s constant, confirming Einstein’s statistical analysis of
molecular motion, thus precipitating a change of paradigm to the current modern
atomic theory [27, 76].
An interesting feature of colloids is that they experience colloid-colloid interac-
tions as well as Brownian motion, so experience phase changes with increasing
concentration of particles, analogous to the phase transitions in atomic systems.
This has provided a driving force behind much of colloidal research, as, in contrast
to atoms, colloidal particles have lengthscales large enough that they can be
1These materials included minerals, metals, hair and a fragment of the Sphinx.
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directly visualised. Furthermore, timescales of colloids tend to be slow enough
that previously inaccessible atomic mechanisms, such as crystal nucleation, can
be directly investigated.
To use colloids to model atomic systems, the particles should be ideally identical
hard spheres. This is possible in theoretical models but experimental particles
have an inherent polydispersity - they are not identical. A small degree of
variation does not lead to significant deviations from theoretical monodisperse
behaviour, but eventually the particles’ polydispersity will have some effect on
the behaviour of the system.
1.2 Polydispersity
Polydispersity is a dimensionless measure of the variation of some feature, for
example, particle size, charge or shape. Since phase behaviour is controlled
primarily by particle concentration, it is perhaps obvious that having a distri-
bution of particle sizes within the system will have an interesting effect on phase
behaviour; the geometry of the packing of the spheres will be markedly different
from that of identically-sized particles. Furthermore, the dynamics of the smallest
and largest particles may differ to an extent great enough to have an effect on
the average dynamics of the whole system.
The effect of size polydispersity on hard sphere phase behaviour and dynamics
has been studied experimentally in this thesis and will be presented in the order
outlined below.
1.3 Thesis Layout
Chapter 2 first introduces hard spheres and theoretical phase behaviour, and
the way this is realised in experimental colloidal systems. Methods of adding
attraction to the system are discussed and the resultant experimental and
theoretical attractive phase diagrams are presented, including a discussion of
equilibrium and non-equilibrium behaviours.
Polydispersity is discussed in chapter 3, starting with a general introduction, then
a review of the known effects of size polydispersity on phase behaviour in hard-
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sphere and attractive hard-sphere colloidal systems. This chapter also includes a
discussion of binary colloidal systems, the most basic example of a ‘polydisperse’
system, and a description of various distributions commonly used to describe
size-polydisperse particle distributions.
Chapter 4 contains the experimental methods and techniques used within this
thesis: basic colloidal experimental techniques, light (and x-ray) scattering theory
and experimental setup, and transmission electron microscopy.
Chapters 5 and 6 contain the main experiments and results. The experiments in
chapter 5 investigate the effects of size polydispersity on hard-sphere colloidal
systems. Distributions of particles in phase separated samples have been
carefully measured using transmission electron microscopy to discover any
possible segregation of particles by size (fractionation) between coexisting phases.
The last part of this chapter regards a new, non-crystallising phase, discovered at
high volume fractions. The dynamics of this phase were probed using dynamic
light scattering.
The work of chapter 5 is extended in chapter 6 by the addition of attraction
to polydisperse hard spheres. The complete phase behaviour was mapped
and the new phases, not present in an equivalent monodisperse system, are
discussed. Possible fractionation in coexisting phases was again explored using
both transmission electron microscopy and small-angle x-ray scattering. A
method to compare directly the results of these two techniques was developed
and is described in this chapter.




First of all, we must note that the universe is spherical.
Nicolaus Copernicus
2.1 Hard Spheres
Condensed matter studies liquids and solids. In the atomic world, liquids and
solids have a density of approximately 1 amu per unit (atomic) volume, so the
simplest possible model for a condensed matter system is one which the particle
shape a configuration of impenetrable (hard) spheres.
Hard spheres are still an active research topic. Figure 2.1 shows the results of
a search for “hard AND spher∗” in the Web of Knowledge core database, where
the ∗ enables alternative suffixes to the word “sphere” to be included in the same
search. The results show that the output of reasearch on this topic increased
rapidly between 1955 and 1990 and has remained at an almost steady rate since
the mid-1990s. A hard sphere with radius R is one which experiences the simple
potential illustrated in figure 2.2: infinite at a distance r = 2R and zero elsewhere.
The simplicity of hard spheres lends them well to simulations [47, 89] and analytic
theories [1].
For example, atoms and molecules can be modelled as spherical objects [8].
Considering a molecule as a sphere is obviously an oversimplification, however
a lot of the important physics can be modelled and understood from the hard
4
Figure 2.1 Number of publications with the words “hard sphere(s)” in the title
per publication year, from 1930 to 2012. This data was extracted from
Web of Knowlege’s publication search analysis tool.
sphere model. Using hard spheres as a model for molecular liquids was first
proposed by Widom in response to the failure of lattice gas models to predict
any solid states [120]. The lattice gas model provides an excellent model for
liquids near the critical point, where attractive forces dominate, however it does
not contain any states with long range order. Widom noted that the treatment
of forces in the lattice gas model did not allow any possibility of propagation of
repulsive forces; this must be the origin of the failure of the model to contain a
crystalline state.
In a dense liquid, i.e. near the triple point, attractive forces between molecules
largely cancel because they are relatively weak compared to the short-ranged
repulsive forces, which largely add [120]. Widom suggested that this means
each molecule is situated within a deep, uniform, background potential. The
depth of the background potential is proportional to the number of molecules,
N, contributing to it, or the density of particles in the system, so simply
contributes a term proportional to (N/V )2 in the equation of state of the system
(p = [δF/δV ]T ). In other words, the equation of state mainly depends on the
entropic part of the free energy, so molecular liquids can be effectively modelled
by a (entropic) hard-sphere system.
In the atomic scenario, different states of matter can be conceptualised as
arrangements of different numbers of spheres contained in a certain volume,
as illustrated in figure 2.3. Gas (a) and liquid (b) phases are both spatially
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homogeneous, disordered phases, so we can only distinguish between them if
they are coexisting and there is a meniscus separating them [17]. Figure 2.3(c)
shows a fully ordered, crystalline phase and figure 2.3(d) illustrates random close
packing of identical spheres, which has a packing (volume) fraction of φ ≈ 0.64
[23].
Figure 2.2 Hard Sphere potential (left) and with short range attraction (right).
Simulating hard sphere crystallisation was one of the first successes of modern
computer simulations. Hoover and Ree performed simulations in 1968, concluding
that above a packing fraction of φ = 0.545, spheres prefer to arrange in an ordered
crystal structure, rather than a disordered configuration [47]. Below φ = 0.494,
particles exist in a disordered fluid phase; when φ is between 0.494 and 0.545, fluid
coexists with an ordered crystallising phase. The fraction of crystal in this region
increases with increasing φ, until above φ = 0.545 it is completely crystalline. It
is entropically favourable to have an ordered structure at large packing fractions:
the configurational entropy of the sphere decreases, but an ordered structure
allows greater movement of the sphere around its lattice point, leading to an
increase of the vibrational entropy.
Even the most groundbreaking theories and simulations cannot be verified with-
out rigorous experimental testing.1 Hard sphere systems can be experimentally
realised using colloidal particles.
1At the time of writing, Peter Higgs, along with his collegue Francois Engelert, have recently
been awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for their contributions to the theory predicting the
particle known as the Higgs Boson [45], thought to be the origin of mass in subatomic particles.
They were only awarded the prize when the existence of the particle was experimentally verified,
at much expense [16], almost 50 years after the initial theory was published.
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Figure 2.3 Illustrations of hard sphere arrangements: a) “Gas” and b) “liquid”
are experimentally indistinguishable disordered phases unless they are
coexisting with a meniscus between them, c) fully crystalline phase:
φ > 54.5%, random close packing: φ = 64%.
Table 2.1 Colloidal suspensions can be classified by the combination of states of
the particle and the dispersion medium. The particles used in this thesis
are solid, dispersed in a liquid medium.
Particle type→ gas liquid solid
dispersion medium
gas mist aerosol
liquid shaving foam mayonnaise ink
solid expanded polystyrene jelly Ruby glass
2.2 Colloids
Although it is possible to perform experiments on the bulk properties of atomic
or molecular materials,the small scale means that it is very difficult (but not
impossible [46]) to visualise what is happening at the single atom level. Colloids
are particles that experience Brownian motion and can be classified depending
on which combination of states are present in the system. Illustrative examples
of the different classifications of colloidal systems are noted in table 2.1.
Hard-sphere, solid colloids can be made from various materials. A synthetic latex
is commonly used; the resultant particles have a tunable size, dependent on the
growth method [12]. Furthermore, fluorescent dyes can be incorporated into the
latex, which can be utilised in confocal microscopy to obtain three dimensional
images [15]. Colloidal suspensions are useful models for atomic systems because
they can be easily designed to have the appropriate state [79], experiments are
readily accessible at ambient conditions, and the particles can be large enough to
be visualised using optical microscopy.
In the argument for using hard spheres as a model for molecular liquids at the
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start of this chapter, it was noted that the phase behaviour of dense liquids, which
is dominated by long-range repulsive forces, can be effectively modelled using hard
spheres, which have repulsive forces dependent on the excluded volume around
each sphere [120]. The total excluded volume in a system of dilute, identical
spheres is additive but as the number of spheres in the volume increases, the
exclusion zones necessarily overlap. This leads to a smaller value for the total
excluded volume than just the sum of the excluded volumes around each sphere.
Therefore the configuration of particles dictates the total excluded volume and
thus the volume fraction of particles in a hard-sphere, colloidal system is the only
relevant parameter for determining phase behaviour.
2.2.1 Measuring volume fractions
Conceptually, the simplest method of measuring volume fraction would be to
calculate the volume occupied by a number of particles of known size in a region
of known volume. With confocal microscopy it is possible to track the positions
of thousands of particle centres in three dimensions [26], so if the radius of each
particle is known, the volume fraction can be calculated [57]. This method is of
course limited by the size of the particles; those on the smaller end of the colloidal
scale are too small to be accurately tracked using light microscopy. Furthermore,
measuring the radii of particles is itself far from straightforward. This leads to
large systematic errors and variation between measurement methods [12].
The experimental freezing behaviour of colloidal hard spheres was investigated
by Pusey in colloidal samples in 1986 [88], confirming the phase behaviour
encountered with increasing volume fraction. Using knowledge of the theoretical
freezing and melting volume fractions of the crystal, φf and φm respectively, it is
possible to measure the volume fraction of a crystallising sample: measurement
of the fractional height of crystal allows immediate determination of the volume
fraction, illustrated in figure 2.4, assuming the fraction of crystal increases linearly
across the coexistence gap. This linear relationship follows from conservation of
particle mass, when the volume fractions are known. Details of the calculation
can be found in section 2.3.2.
The time taken for particles to crystallise depends on the difference of the
volume fraction from φf (particles at higher volume fractions have a larger
entropic driving force to crystallise), during which time the particles will sediment.
Individual crystallites will be more dense than the surrounding bulk suspension
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Figure 2.4 Phase behaviour of identical spheres with increasing volume fraction,
predicted by simulation in 1968 by Hoover and Ree [47] and verified in
colloidal experiments by Pusey et al. [88]. To the right of the phase
diagram is a schematic example of a phase-separating sample with 35%
crystal; the volume fraction is calculated to be φ = 0.51.
and will settle to the bottom of the vial, eventually creating a measurable layer,
the height of which will change over time. The bottom layer of particles may
become compressed, creating a denser sediment below the crystalline layer. To
properly calculate the fraction of crystal phase, it is necessary to measure the
fractional heights of the crystal and bottom sediment over several days and
extrapolate the heights [73]. Another issue, which makes this technique slow
to implement, is the parent particles may not initially have a volume fraction
within the coexistence region. Adjusting the volume fraction and waiting to see
if the new sample crystallises can be a tedious process.
A closely related method, still utilising fluid-solid coexistence, is to prepare a
series of samples with volume fractions equally spaced around the coexistence
region. The fully crystalline sample that has the lowest volume fraction is
identified and set as the upper boundary of the coexistence region; all other
samples can then be calibrated from this point. One obvious limitation of both
methods is it cannot by used on non-crystallising samples. Furthermore, the
volume fraction must be determined before any experiments take place, thus it
is not a good technique for individual samples or retrospective volume fraction
measurement.
A method not limited by the crystallisation of particles is the centrifugation
technique. Assuming the centrifuge spins at a rate fast enough that the particles
are not able to rearrange and crystallise, the resulting particle sediment will
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have a random close packed (rcp) configuration. If φrcp is known, the volume
fraction of the particle suspension can then be readily calculated by measuring
the fractional height of the sediment in the suspension. Unfortunately the value
of φ for random-close-packed particle sediment is debated and depends on the
experimental conditions [57]. Simulations also produce different values of φrcp,
as it is dependent on the protocol used. Some researchers even take umbrage
with the name, suggesting a true rcp state (where there is minimal ordering but
the particles are maximally jammed, such that none can move) should be more
accurately described as maximally random jammed [113].
Both of these height-measurement techniques rely on established knowledge of
crystalline or random close-packed particle packings. While there is still some
debate on the exact value of φrcp for uncharged, identical particles, the situation
is complicated further when the particles are not identical in size or shape. Size
polydispersity will be discussed in the next chapter, but packings of different
shapes of particles is also an active area of research. It important to note
that although the exact volume fraction of the calibration sample may have
some systematic error, the relative volume fractions of the samples prepared
subsequently will be very precise. Therefore one must be wary of making
quantitative comparisons with published work, particularly if the authors have
not disclosed their method of volume fraction determination.
The above methods were utilised for the experiments in this thesis, and the
practicalities of doing so will be discussed in chapter 4. Another, more traditional
technique is again in theory straightforward: one simply has to measure the weight
of particles in suspension, then evaporate the solvent. This method is described in
detail elsewhere [31] however, it too is flawed, as the particles may have different
properties when dried than they have in situ.
Volume fractions can be further complicated if there is charge present, which
depends on the method of particle stabilisation used. Different methods of
stabilising particles are described in the following section.
2.2.2 Experimental Hard Spheres
Experimental hard spheres interact via a van der Waals attraction: an attractive
force induced by fluctuating electron densities on the particles. Without
stabilisation, this would lead to irreversible aggregation of the particles.
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One method of stabilising particles is by grafting a layer of polymer hairs onto
the surface of the particle i.e. steric stabilisation, as illustrated in figure 2.5(a).
The length of the polymer hairs must be longer than the range of the van der
Waals force, which depends on the combination of particle and solvent used (in
particular, it depends on the Hamaker constants of each of these). The polymer
for the stabilising layer is chosen such that the solvent is a “good solvent” for the
hairs. In a good solvent, the polymer layer extends radially outwards from the
surface of the particle. When two particles come together, the grafted polymer
hairs overlap. This is energetically unfavourable - the hairs would rather be in
the solvent than touching each other - resulting in a hard sphere repulsion. These
types of particles have long been used, and are accepted to behave like theoretical
hard spheres [88].
Figure 2.5 Schematic drawings of types of colloids used in experiments as models
for hard spheres (a)Sterically stabilised particles with grafted polymer
hairs. (b) Charged particles with an electrostatic double layer (light
grey), which needs to be screened in order to approximate a hard-sphere
potential. (c) Microgel particle, consisting of crosslinked polymer.
It is not always practical to use steric stabilisation. Simple hard sphere particles,
such as polystyrene, are often charged. Such charge creates an electrostatic
double layer around the particle, illustrated in figure 2.5(b), leading to long range
repulsion. To proceed with hard sphere models, the charge must be screened by
adding a salt. This must be tuned carefully, because too much screening will
expose the van der Waals minimum, resulting in attraction.
Without screening of the electrostatic double layer, charged colloidal systems
crystallise at a much lower volume fraction than φ = 0.545. Charged colloidal
crystals can be easily identified in micrographs by their large interparticle spacing,
an example of which can be see in figure 2.6.
The third type of particle, shown in figure 2.5(c), are microgel particles, which
consist of heavily crosslinked polymers. The particle radii are tunable by changing
the solvent properties: In a good solvent, polymers are extended and the radius
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Figure 2.6 An example of a low volume fraction (φ = 0.02), charged colloidal
crystal, with the characteristically large spacing (26.7 µm) between
particles observed in charged systems. Taken from [122].
is large, while in a poor solvent, the polymer chains collapse onto one another,
reducing the effective radius. This system has the covetable advantage that the
volume fraction can be controlled by the temperature (since solvent quality is
affected by temperature), reducing the need to create a new sample for every
volume fraction point in phase space. Unfortunately, with tunability comes
softness [106]; microgel particles are the least accurate approximation to hard
spheres of the three examples outlined above.
Royall et al. recently wrote a comprehensive review on the search for the perfect
hard sphere [94]. They conclude that charge is difficult to avoid, even in steric
systems, particularly if the particles are large enough for confocal microscopy.
Therefore, the system with the fewest components which best approximates hard
spheres is small, sterically stabilised particles suspended in a good solvent (for
the stabilising hairs). This is the system used for the experiments in this thesis.
Once a good hard-sphere system has been established, it is then possible to extend
phase space in another dimension by adding attraction. Methods of controlling
the range and depth of this attraction are discussed in the following section.
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2.3 Attractive phase behaviour
2.3.1 Depletion attraction
Figure 2.7 Colloidal particles (black) of radius R and polymers with a radius of
gyration rg. The centres of the polymers are excluded from a region
around each particle (grey). When two exclusion regions overlap (wavy
lines), there is an imbalance of osmotic pressure between the particles
compared to the rest of the free volume, creating an effective attraction.
In sterically stabilised particle systems, it is common practice to introduce
attraction into the system by adding a depletant. This is illustrated in figure
2.7; polymer coils with a small radius of gyration, rg, are added to the particle
suspension. The centres of the polymer coils are excluded from a region around
each particle. Thus when two particles come close to one another, the overlap of
the excluded volumes from each particle creates a region in which no polymer can
enter, the resultant imbalance of osmotic pressure around the particles results in
the particles coming together. An alternative way to visualise this concept is to
think of the polymer randomly hitting the surface of the particles. The polymer
can push against the particles at all points except those in the overlap region;
there is, on average, more force pushing the particles together than apart, leading
to an effective attraction. The range of this attraction is controlled by the radius
of the polymer, while the depth (strength) of the attraction is controlled by
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changing the concentration of polymer, cp. Phase diagrams are usually plotted
in terms of cp (or osmotic pressure, Π) versus φ.
The osmotic pressure is calculated using the concentration of polymer in the free
volume, cfreep , rather than the concentration of polymer in the entire volume, cp.
The free volume fraction, α, can be easily calculated to be
α = 1− φ(1 + ξ)3, (2.1)
where ξ = rg/R is the ratio of sizes of the polymer and colloid. We can now
derive an expression for the osmotic pressure of the polymer solution.
Van’t Hoff’s law states that, equivalently to the ideal gas expression [54], the
osmotic pressure is proportional to the number density of polymer in the free
volume, np:
Π = npkBT, (2.2)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature of the solution. np


















NA and kB are Avogadro’s number and Boltzmann’s constant respectively and
Mw is the average molecular weight of the polymer. Equation 2.5 is of course
an approximation: in practice neither the polymer or colloid are dilute. As the
concentration of polymer increases, the contribution of overlapping coils must be
taken into effect. However, typical concentrations of polymer in colloid-polymer
phase diagrams are low - lower than the polymer overlap concentration, c∗ =
3MW
4πNAr3g
- so the dilute polymer approximation of equation 2.5 is still valid.
However, as the concentration of colloids increases, the free volume α has to take
into account overlapping exclusion regions. The free volume can be obtained by
comparing expressions for the chemical potential of a test hard sphere according
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to Widom [120] and that from scaled particle theory [59, 91]:
α = (1− φ) exp [−Aγ −Bγ2 − Cγ3], (2.6)
where γ = φ/(1− φ), A = 3ξ + 3ξ2 + ξ3, B = 9ξ2/2 + 3ξ2 and C = 3ξ3.
Equation 2.6 then allows for a more accurate analysis of the polymer concen-
tration in colloid-polymer mixtures. The concentration of polymer in the free




= exp[(µP − µ0P )/kT ], (2.7)
where µ0P is a reference chemical potential [60]. The chemical potential in all
coexisting phases must be equal, thus tie-lines joining coexisting phases in the
cfreep − φ representation are horizontal (figure 2.8(a) to (c)). On the other hand,
the concentration of polymer in coexisting phases need not be equal, hence tie-
lines in a cp−φ phase diagram (figure 2.8(d) to (f)) will be slanted. The statistical
mechanical approach resulting in equation 2.6 still requires approximations to the
free volume and assumes dilute polymers, but phase diagrams calculated using
this agree reasonably well with experimental phase behaviour [83].
With a robust description of the strength of the depletion attraction in colloid-
polymer mixtures, we can turn to the effect on equilibrium phase behaviour
of the range of the attraction. There exist three regimes of equilibrium phase
behaviour, characterised by the size ratio, ξ = rg/R, where R is the average
radius of the colloidal particles. For small range, adding attraction simply
increases the range of volume fractions at which fluid coexists with solid (crystals),
illustrated in figure 2.8(d). At the intermediate range, figure 2.8(e), the liquid
phase starts to become stable and the triple line is present; finally 2.8(f) shows
long range attraction, where gas-liquid separation is dominant at low polymer
concentrations.
An alternate visualisation of the phase diagram is to consider the polymer
concentration in the free volume, as depicted in figure 2.8(a) to (c). The phase
boundaries are horizontal in this case and the three-phase triangle in figures 2.8(e)
and (f) is a three-phase line in figures 2.8(b) and (c). These equilibrium phase
diagrams were calculated using the method of reference [60]. The basis of this
common tangent method is that the free energy, F = U − TS has a minimum
for each phase at equilibrium. By plotting free energy density, f(ρ) = F/V as a
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function of the density of each phase, the minima can be connected by a straight
line, the tangent of which is the chemical potential and the intercept with the
y-axis is the osmotic pressure in the system [31, 54]. Ilett and coworkers provided
an experimental example in each of the three attraction regimes, confirming the
topology of the theoretical phase diagrams [52].
Figure 2.8 Theoretical phase diagram topologies of colloid volume fraction against
the free polymer concentration, in figures (a) to (c), and the measured
polymer concentration in the total volume, in figures (d) to (f),
calculated according to the method in [60]. Tie-lines joining coexisting
phases are horizontal in the top row but are tilted in the experimental
φ − cp diagrams. Figures (a) and (d) are those for low size ratio,
where the equilibrium phases are fluid (F ), fluid+solid (FS) and crystal
(S). The middle column is for intermediate size ratios, where a stable
liquid starts to appear; here there are distinct liquid (L) and gas (G)
fluid phases, each coexisting with a crystal phase, as well as a three
phase gas-liquid-crystal (GLS). Finally, figures (c) and (f) are for high
size ratio, where gas-liquid separation is a prominent equilibrium phase.
Redrawn from [52].
These three regimes of phase diagram topologies are generally accepted in the
colloid-polymer community [39], although the exact size ratio where the behaviour
switches from being low range to intermediate is still debated. The theoretically
predicted crossover size ratio is ξ = 0.3 [41], while experimentally it is found to
have a lower value, ξ = 0.24 [52].
The attractive phase behaviour presented in chapter 6 uses polymer with radius
less than 10% of the colloid radius, well within the short range regime.
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2.3.2 Lever Rule
Predicting equilibrium phase boundaries is complex [39, 52]. However, the lever
rule provides us with a method of relating volume fractions of coexisting phases
with their fractional volumes [11, 43], so if, for example, the volume fraction of
each phase and the fractional composition of each is known, points on the phase
boundaries can be determined. The lever rule is derived from the basis of particle
conservation: take a sample with N particles of volume Vp in total volume VT and
initial volume fraction φT , which separates into two phases with volume fractions
φa and φb. Particle number conservation tells us:
N = Na +Nb (2.8)
NVp = NaVp +NbVp
φTVT = φaVa + φbVb
φT = φafa + φbfb,
where fa and fb are the fractional volumes of phases a and b. This equation can
be rearranged to give an expression relating the measurable fractional volumes







Equation 2.9 can be used to determine the volume fraction of each phase when
the fractional heights are easily measured and hence the phase boundaries.
Conversely, if the the volume fraction of each phase is known, the fractional
volumes can be calculated. An example putting equation 2.9 to use in the case of
a short-range attractive colloid-polymer mixture can be seen in figure 2.9. In this
scenario, the particles separate into a crystalline phase and a liquid phase, which
are clearly separated by an interface. The initial volume fraction and volume
fraction of each phase is known, and by measuring the fractional heights of each
phase, points on the phase boundary can be calculated. Coexisting phases are
joined by tie-lines in the phase diagram.
The lever rule can be generalised and used for samples where the sizes of
each particle are not identical [53, 108], and is applicable in metastable phase
separation.
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Figure 2.9 An example of the lever rule: if the volume fractions of fluid and solid
phases, φf and φs, and the starting volume fraction φ are known,
two points of the phase boundary can be determined. Using multiple
samples, the entire phase boundary can be estimated [11].
2.3.3 Non-equilibrium features
As well as the equilibrium phases described above, which depend on the
colloid volume fraction and polymer concentration and size, there are also non-
equilibrium features that are often metastable and can prevent the equilibrium
phases forming. The three most studied features in a short-range attractive
system are illustrated in the schematic in figure 2.10 and are discussed below:
the gas-liquid binodal, the colloidal glass, and gels.
Gas-liquid binodal
Phase behaviour is driven by the minimisation of the free energy of the system,
which (in the free energy versus φ plane) has a fluid and a solid curve. As the
concentration of polymer in the system increases, the free energy of the fluid
develops a second minimum; the lowest free energy state is coexistence of two
colloidal fluid phases with different volume fractions, which are usually given the
labels of gas and liquid, in analogy to an atomic system.
In systems with small polymer, the free energy minimum of the solid curve is much
lower than that of the coexisting gas and liquid, so, using the common tangent
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method tells us the equilibrium state would be a coexisting fluid and solid [31].
The reason the gas-liquid coexistence persists (and hence its metastability) is that
it would take a large fluctuation of the free energy to escape from the gas-liquid
minima and reach the lowest free energy, equilibrium fluid-solid state.
Samples prepared in region A of the phase diagram (figure 2.10) separate via
spinodal decomposition [54] into non-equilibrium gas and liquid phases. In region
B, phase separation occurs through nucleation and growth of small droplets of
gas or liquid phase, depending whether it is the low φ or high φ branch of the
binodal [54].
Figure 2.10 Regions of non-equilibrium behaviour in a colloidal system with a
short-range attraction. See the text for a description of the regions
A-D
Colloidal glass
At high volume fractions and low polymer concentration, region C of figure 2.10,
the equilibrium phase is pure solid, so we expect the particles to crystallise fully.
In fact, the volume fraction is so high that on experimental timescales the particles
become arrested in a disordered, non-ergodic configuration known as a (repulsive)
colloidal glass. Particles are surrounded by a cage of their neighbours; in order
for large scale rearrangements, there must be cooperative motion or cage-hopping
to melt the glass [54]. Addition of a short-range attraction to a glass first melts
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it - the glass is re-entrant - then a different type of (attractive) glass is formed,
region D [22]. In this case, the particles need not be so tightly packed to become
arrested: even if a gap appears in the surrounding cage of neighbouring particles,
the particle is attracted to its neighbours and is thus unable to escape.
There is some ongoing debate about whether colloids actually experience a glass
transition. Evidence suggests that, above volume fractions of ≈ 0.58, colloidal
particles show the slowing dynamics and ageing behaviour characteristic of a
glass [89]. Others claim that they observe ergodic behaviour present at volume
fractions above φ = 0.58, which therefore precludes the existence of such a state
[13]. In the last case, the use of particles with a distribution of sizes could be
having unforeseen effects on the results. It turns out that our work throws light
on this debate - see chapter 3.2.
Gels
The final type of non-equilibrium behaviour commonly found in short-range,
attractive colloidal systems is a combination of the metastable gas-liquid binodal
and the attractive glass. The tie-line ending at point P , where the phase
boundaries meet, is the lower boundary of the colloidal gel [81]: an arrested,
spinodal network that percolates through the system. These gels are characterised
by their timescale of collapse, which has a particular shape [112].
Most of the concepts in this chapter are founded on the basis that the colloidal
particles are identical in size. Experimentalists aim to use particles with as narrow
a distribution of sizes as possible, but particle synthesis is a chemical process
and is subject to stochasticity; this means there will inevitably be some size
variation present in the particle suspension. While it is true that suspensions
with a narrow distribution of particle sizes do not deviate from the theoretically
predicted behaviour [83], there must be some limit where size variation does have
an effect.
The experiments in this thesis use colloids with a significantly wide size
distribution, which turns out to have qualitative effects on both hard-sphere
(chapter 5) and attractive hard-sphere phase behaviour (chapter 6) compared
to identical particle dispersions. The next chapter discusses the known effects of




Polydispersity, σ, is defined as the standard deviation of a probability distribu-
tion, normalised by its mean. In mathematical statistics, this quantity is known
as the coefficient of variation, which perhaps better describes its meaning - it is
a dimensionless measure of the degree of variation in a distribution.
Variation is ubiquitous in nature and colloidal suspensions are no exception to
this. For example, a batch of colloidal particles will have some distribution of







where the triangular brackets denote the average over all N particles in the particle




Size polydispersity is not a feature limited to colloidal physics. It appears in varied
examples such as the physics of comet formation, where the size distribution
of the ‘cometesimals’ have a large effect on the cohesiveness of the comet [58],
or at the other extreme of magnitude where separation of small-scale carbon
nanotubes is complicated by size and charge dispersity [63, 125]. Another example
is in circulating fluidizing bed technology [19], which is a way of transporting
suspensions of solid, granular, particles in a fluid or gas. Chew et. al. recently
investigated the effect of size distribution on the formation of these particle
clusters and found that those samples with narrower distributions formed smaller
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clusters. Furthermore, a distribution consisting of two discrete peaks behaved
differently from the continuous polydisperse distribution [19]. Chew noted that
“a predictive understanding of the impact of polydispersity remains elusive ...
which can lead to poor performance and undesirable flow behaviour”.
This last example highlights the fact that, when a large degree of polydispersity is
present, a lack of understanding can impact on the interpretation (and prediction)
of results. However, even though in many cases polydispersity is an unwanted
complication, it can also precipitate interesting and novel behaviour.
3.1 Polydispersity in hard-sphere colloids
Equal sized hard spheres, introduced in section 2.1, undergo phase transitions
dependent solely on their volume fraction, φ. Colloidal particles with narrow
size distributions have been used successfully in experiments to confirm the
theoretical freezing behaviour of hard spheres [88], but what effect does a wider
size distribution have on this system? Three general concepts are relevant
for discussing the phase behaviour: phase boundaries, the slower kinetics and
eventual termination of crystallisation, and fractionation, where coexisting phases
have different size distributions. While these ideas are not independent of each
other, I will discuss them separately in the following sections.
3.1.1 Phase boundaries
The phase behaviour of monodisperse hard spheres, discussed in section 2.1, can
be summarised thus: as the volume fraction of the particles increase, entropy
dictates that the most efficient packing for φ > 0.545 is an ordered, crystalline
lattice. Between φf = 0.494 and φm = 0.545, a colloidal crystal at φ = 0.545
coexists with a fluid at φ = 0.494, the fraction of crystals being proportional to
(φ − φf ), as illustrated in figure 2.4. When φ < 0.494, the particles exist as a
disordered fluid.
Polydisperse phase behaviour is more difficult to predict, due to the increased
degree of complication of the free energy, which must be minimised and solved
to find volume fractions of coexisting phases. The full free energy depends on
all of the details of the distribution; the free energy is a non-linear function of
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the moments of the density distribution and, although solutions can be found in
principle using computational algorithms, it is apparently nontrivial to generate
an initial point from which the algorithm will converge [107]. Furthermore, there
is not a straightforward geometric interpretation of the resultant phase diagram
using the full free energy [107].
Figure 3.1 Effect of increasing polydispersity (vertical axis) on crystallisation
volume fractions (horizontal axis) in hard-sphere mixtures from[33].
F+S denotes coexisting fluid+solid phases and S+S+..etc indicated
multiple coexisting fractionated solids. Redrawn from [107].
The moment free energy (MFE) method, used by Fasolo and Sollich [34],
addresses these problems by mapping the full free energy of the system to a
free energy which depends only on a finite number of moments of the distribution
and is therefore finite and exactly solvable for the onset of phase coexistence.
Including a greater number of moment densities in the free energy allows for
the possibility of more coexisting phases. For the interested reader, further
details of this method can be found in references [34, 35, 107]. The results of
the MFE calculations of Fasolo and Sollich are illustrated in figure 3.1. As the
polydispersity increases the fluid stays stable to higher volume fractions, with
an eventual narrowing of the fluid-solid coexistence region, but the width of this
region remains approximately constant for polydispersities < 6%. This was in
contrast to a previous theoretical approach based on the geometry of the system.
Bartlett predicted that, as the polydispersity of the particles increased, the width
of the FS coexistence gap would decrease; when σ = 8%, the volume fractions of
the coexisting fluid and solid would be equal [4].
An important feature of the MFE method is that it allows for fractionation.
In particular, for particles with polydispersities σ > 7% in figure 3.1, multiple
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solids with different size distributions are present in all predicted phases with
volume fractions φ > 0.58. Sollich and Wilding continued this work, using both
MFE calculations and Monte Carlo simulations [121]. Their simulations agreed
qualitatively with MFE calculations, predicting no significant narrowing of the FS
coexistence gap and significant fractionation in coexisting phases. Furthermore,
experiments performed to measure the width of the FS coexistence region by
Fairhurst [31] did not reveal any significant narrowing of the coexistence region
with increasing polydispersity.
While Sollich and Wilding believe they have pinned down the true equilibrium
behaviour, they admit that it may not be attainable in experimental systems
[109]. Indeed, multiple, coexisting solid phases have not yet been observed
in systems with polydisperse distributions, possibly due to the slow crystal
nucleation and kinetics in polydisperse systems [102, 103].
3.1.2 Crystallization kinetics and terminal polydispersity
The MFE calculations discussed in the previous section (and illustrated in figure
3.1) predicted that all hard-sphere particle systems with polydispersities up to
14% undergo fluid+solid coexistence. The higher φ phases are predicted to be
either multiple coexisting solids, or a fluid coxisting with multiple solids. However,
multiple coexisting solids have not been observed in experimental polydisperse
systems. The equilibrium phase behaviour supports crystallisation; the lack of
crystallisation observed in experiments must therefore come from a kinetic source.
There has been some interest in the nucleation kinetics of polydisperse hard
spheres [2, 64, 102]. However, since the equilibrium multiple solid phases at
high polydispersities are not observed, the experiments exploring polydisperse
nucleation kinetics have necessarily had to utilise particles with relatively low
polydispersities.
Martin et. al. presented crystallization kinetics for two polydisperse hard-sphere
suspensions in 2003 [64]. The particles were made of a copolymer latex which
is tunable in such a way as to index-match the suspending solvent, allowing
application of scattering methods to characterize and study the particles. The
particles were measured to have polydispersities of 4 and 6.8%, as fit by a
Gaussian and Weibull distribution respectively. The lower polydispersity system
first appears to act like the monodisperse model, crystallizing in the expected way,
but above φ = 0.56, where the particles are expected to be fully crystalline, they
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no longer show any crystallization. The particles with the higher polydispersity
were reported to have crystals coexisting with a fluid for a smaller range of volume
fractions, between 0.52 and 0.56, but again no crystals were observed for volume
fractions above φ = 0.56. In light of the knowledge of the predicted equilibrium
hard-sphere phase boundaries, it is probable that the “4%” sample is in the
region of the phase diagram close to (but below) 6%, where the expected phase
behaviour with increasing particle concentration is F → FS → S → SS, while
that at “6.8%” would be F → FS → FSS. This would account for the reported
lack of crystallization at high volume fractions in both cases, since we do not
expect that experimental systems can separate into multiple coexisting solids,
regardless of the presence of a fluid. So it is likely that the decreased nucleation
kinetics of the crystals in the FS region of the 6.8% sample is an intrinsic feature
of polydisperse crystallization, and not due to the system attempting to form
multiple crystal phases.
A later, more systematic, study by Schöpe et. al. in 2006 considered the effect
of particle polydispersity on the crystallization kinetics of hard spheres [102].
They studied three polydispersities in the range of 4.8 and 5.8%, as characterized
by electron microscopy. The crystallisation kinetics were measured using Bragg
scattering techniques, and they observed the striking result that by increasing
the polydispersity by 1%, the main nucleation event is delayed by an order of
magnitude. The larger polydispersity samples also contained a larger number of
crystals with a smaller average crystal size than those in suspensions with a lower
polydispersity.
Simulations have also been performed to explore polydisperse nucleation. Auer
and Frenkel in 2001 [2] compared the free energy barrier for crystal nucleation
for particles with a range of polydispersities, from monodisperse to 10%. They
do not report the specific size distribution used but they do find that, up
to 5% polydispersity, the system acts almost identically to the monodisperse
case. Above 5%, increasing the polydispersity increases the crystal nucleation
free energy barrier, i.e crystals are less likely to be able to form. Auer and
Frenkel also observe that the coexisting fluid and solid phases have different
distributions of particles, with the crystal phase containing more of the larger
particles. They conclude from this work that the fact that crystallisation is not
seen for polydispersities above 12% is because the nucleation energy barrier is
too high and crystals are highly unlikely to form. This in turn suggests that glass




A sizable proportion of the early work on polydisperse hard spheres was dedicated
to trying to predict at what polydispersity hard spheres stopped crystallising
- the terminal polydispersity, σt. A simple criterion for crystal melting in
atomic substances was proposed by Lindemann in 1910 [62]. The melting of
a crystal structure can be explained by considering the vibrations of atoms: as
the temperature of a crystal increases, the amplitude of the vibrations increase.
At some point, when T is high enough, these vibrations cause an atom to enter
the lattice space of its nearest neighbours, disrupting the lattice and initiating
melting.
Pusey used a hard sphere model based on the Lindemann melting criterion to
impose a maximum polydispersity on the particle size distribution [86]. A lattice
with nearest neighbour centre-to-centre separation, L, will be disrupted when a
significant number of particles have radii > L/2. This leads to a condition for the
maximum polydispersity (of a symmetrical distribution) of σt = (0.74/φ)
1/3 − 1.
Assuming the most dilute crystal possible has φ = 0.545, this equation gives a
maximum polydispersity of the crystal of σt = 0.11. If we increase the value of the
most dilute crystal to φ = 0.58, which is the highest possible volume fraction of a
polydisperse crystal according to Fasolo and Sollich [33], then Pusey’s approach
implies that the maximum polydispersity of the distribution for crystallisation is
σt = 8.5%.
Other techniques for estimating the terminal polydispersity have been attempted.
Results ranged from a value of 30% for a triangular distribution by Dickinson and
Parker in 1985 [25] to a density functional theory (DFT) approach of McRae in
1988 that predicted there would be no crystallisation above 5% [67]. Barrat
and Hansen also used a DFT approach to calculate the crossing points of the
coexisting crystal and fluid volume fractions [3]. Intuitively we expect the fluid
to be stabilised with increasing polydispersity since the smaller particles can fit
into the gaps between the larger. Conversely, the crystal volume fraction may
decrease, since the lattice will have to accommodate a larger range of particles
and thus will need to have larger spacing. Barrat and Hansen find a maximum
polydispersity for a fully crystalline sample of 16% for a triangular distribution
and 12% for a rectangular distribution, although a fluid coexisting with a crystal
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was still predicted for polydispersities 5% above the terminal value for both of
these. Simulations were later performed by Phan et. al. [78], who considered how
polydispersity affects the crossing points of the volume fractions of random close
packing and face-centred-cubic crystal packing. From this they found a terminal
polydispersity of 12%.
Around the same time, both Bartlett [4] and Sear [104] used theoretical
approaches, calculating the free energy of the crystal by a “geometric” approach
and by cell theory respectively. Sear predicted a terminal polydispersity for a top-
hat distribution of σt = 8%, above this two solid phases with different fractions of
particles were expected. Bartlett’s calculations found a terminal polydispersity,
above which the polydisperse fluid is the stable phase, also of 8%. More recent,
and arguably more realistic, simulations by Wilding and Sollich [121] predicted
that, above 6.9%, no coexisting fluid and crystal were possible. However, they
emphasise that this does not necessarily indicate a terminal polydispersity, as
they could not access higher polydispersites due to finite size effects in their
Monte Carlo simulations. This last reference provides a good discussion on the
comparison of different simulation techniques and deals with the possibility of
fractionation in some detail.
In conclusion, it is evident that the kinetics of crystallisation in polydisperse
samples are complex, and a consensus has not yet been formed, partially due to
the difficulties associated with computing or calculating the phase behaviour.
3.1.3 Fractionation
In the discussions of shifting phase boundaries, slowing kinetics and termination
of crystallisation in the previous sections, fractionation was often a factor in
the calculations or theories. For example, in Bartlett’s theoretical approach
[4], coexisting fluid and solid phases were allowed to have different average size
and polydispersity, although the distributions were constrained to have a Schulz
shape. The fluid always contained smaller than average particles and smaller
polydispersity than the coexisting solid phase but the differences in these values
in both cases were very small.
In 2000, Bartlett [5] utilised the MFE method to examine the freezing behaviour
of polydisperse hard sphere mixtures, by considering the difference between
quenched versus annealed behaviour. In the quenched case, we assume that the
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size distributions in the separate phases are equal. This has some justification,
as in order for the different phases to have different populations of particles, the
particles would need to self-diffuse on a large scale, which is a slower process
than the crystallisation. Bartlett suggested that at long times, after initial
crystallisation has taken place, the size distributions would relax into their
annealed state where the particles can self-diffuse. In this instance we should
observe fractionation of particles between the coexisting phases. At that time,
the only experimental results showed that phase separated samples had similar
size distributions [31]. In the experiments of chapter 5.2, the distributions of
coexisting FS samples over the period of one month are measured to determine
whether fractionation is present.
When size disperse systems phase separate, the coexisting phases can contain dif-
ferent distributions of particles. Fractionation is not limited to size polydisperse
systems. It is possible for systems with distributions of, for example, charge or
shape to fractionate, and in the low polydispersity limit it is expected that the
degree of fractionation between the coexisting phases will obey a universal law
[30]. A size-polydisperse particle suspension can separate into many coexisting
phases [110], each of which may contain a different distribution of particles.
In hard sphere experiments using polydisperse particles, the highest number of
coexisting phases observed so far is two1.
The quenched vs. annealed argument suggests that, given enough time, the
coexisting phases will eventually contain distinct distributions of particles,
but over what timescale would this fractionation occur? Multiple coexisting
crystals having different crystal lattice parameters would involve large scale
rearrangements of the particles into phases with different size distributions. While
in theory coexisting multiple crystals are predicted to be the equilibrium state,
on the timescale of experiments and the concentrations required it may not be
possible in practice.
1Only coexisting fluid plus solid is observed on reasonable timescales (a few weeks) but
bands of crystals do eventually form in particle suspensions left for very long times.
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3.1.4 Measuring polydisperse volume fractions
Random close packing
Volume fraction is the most important parameter that needs to be considered
when conducting research on hard-sphere particles. A simple and swift method
of measuring the volume fraction of a colloidal suspension, as detailed in chapter
2.2.1, is to centrifuge the sample then use the random close packing volume
fraction, φrcp and the height of the close-packed sediment to calculate the volume
fraction of the sample. The effect of polydispersity here is to increase the
density of random close packing. This makes intuitive sense; smaller particles
will more easily fit into the gaps between larger particles. Desmond and Weeks
recently recalculated values of φrcp for particles with various distributions and
polydispersites [23]. They showed that for a polydispersity of σ = 40% the
value of φrcp is increased to 0.66. The value of the random close packed volume
fraction was shown not to depend sensitively on the type of distribution, however
the skewness of the distribution can have just as large an effect as the magnitude
of the polydispersity, as shown in figure 3.2.
Fluid-solid coexistence method
The fluid-solid coexistence method (section 2.2.1) is more complicated if we have
polydisperse colloids. The method assumes that the melting and freezing volume
fractions (φm = 0.545 and φf = 0.494) of the polydisperse colloid suspension are
the same as those for the monodisperse case, and that the percentage of crystal
increases linearly across the coexistence gap. Figure 3.1 suggests the width of the
coexistence gap remains approximately constant for polydispersities up to ≈ 7%,
while the tie-lines (not shown) are horizontal to ≈ 6%. So if a polydisperse sample
behaves qualitatively the same as we would expect identical particles to, then it is
probably safe to use the monodisperse techniques - any quantitative difference will
be of the order of the error in the volume fraction. For systems with more extreme
polydispersity, transparency of the determination of φ will allow recalculation in
order to properly compare results with that of other research groups.
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Figure 3.2 The dependence of φrcp on the size distribution, polydispersity, δ,
and skewness, S. The symbols are calculated values for the various
distributions indicated in the legend, while the solid lines represent φrcp
for binary distributions with same overall polydispersity. The dashed
lines are fits to a scaling model. Taken from [23].
3.2 Polydispersity and the Colloidal Glass
transition
In order to use simulations or experiments to explore the colloidal glass transition
in detail, it is desirable to avoid crystallisation of the particles. Since polydisperse
systems are known to have slow crystal nucleation, they are an ideal candidate
for a model system to probe dynamics of the glass transition, which occurs at
volume fractions around φg = 0.58. The problem is that polydisperse systems
are yet to be completely understood, particularly in the regime of moderate
polydispersity, where the particles are not observed to crystallise, despite the
predicted equilibrium state of multiple coexisting solids [89]. The question of
which observed features are a product of polydispersity alone, and which are
pertinent to the glass transition, needs to be carefully addressed in any colloidal
glass research utilising a polydisperse distribution of particles.
A recent example of the controversy, and the difficulties, surrounding this topic
is the work by Brambilla et. al. [13]. They considered long-time dynamics of
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a ≈ 10% polydisperse system using dynamic light scattering and compared it
with Monte Carlo simulations of a binary hard-sphere mixture. Their results
challenged the existence of a hard-sphere glass transition, with observations
of fluid-like dynamics well above φg = 0.58. It was thought that“activated
processes” involving hopping of particles are instrumental in these systems
avoiding the glass transition. Van Megen and Williams pointed out in a
subsequent comment [68] that the extended regime of ergodic dynamics could
be an effect caused by the polydispersity of the particles, not activated processes.
The authors replied in a longer publication where they simulated particles with
a top-hat polydisperse distribution [28]. They reported results compatible with
their original experiments, discounting any effect of polydispersity on their results.
However, Zaccarelli et al. recently performed simulations using several different
distributions at a range of polydispersities [123]. The resultant dynamics at high
particle concentrations were reported to be very sensitive to the particular shape
of the distribution - those with a tail of small particles exhibited on average the
same behaviour observed by Brambilla, but when the large and small populations
were considered separately it became apparent that the large particles exhibited
the expected arrested behaviour at φg = 0.58, while the small particles remained
mobile. The mobility of these small particles brings about large deviations in the
overall system, that were attributed by Brambilla to “activated processes”.
This is just one recent example highlighting the ongoing debates in colloidal
glass literature. The role of polydispersity on colloidal behaviour at high volume
fractions needs to be studied before a complete understanding of the glass
transition can be reached. Indeed, it seems even a simple choice of distribution
shape can have unexpected, or overlooked, effects on hard-sphere behaviour. One
might then expect an even richer range of phase behaviours when polydispersity
is introduced to attractive hard-sphere systems.
3.3 Attractive polydisperse hard-sphere systems
A review of the effects of size polydispersity in colloidal systems would not be
complete without considering the consequences of introducing attraction to a
mixture of size-disperse colloidal particles. Very little research has intentionally
been done on the addition of polymer to a polydisperse system, although the
ever-present size dispersity of experimental particles means there are some clues
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available to the effects. In chapter 6 the phase diagram of an experimental
polydisperse system with short range attraction is presented, as well as a
discussion of the various equilibrium and non-equilibrium features observed.
The following section provides a review of the current literature on attractive,
polydisperse hard-sphere systems.
3.3.1 Equilibrium phase behaviour
The three, range dependent, regimes of behaviour of attractive monodisperse
hard spheres were summarised in figure 2.8. Theory suggests that the phase
behaviour of polydisperse colloids plus polymer is richer than its monodisperse
counterpart: Fasolo and Sollich have published schematics of predicted phase
diagram topologies at the three attraction ranges, ξ, and three polydispersities,
although they made detailed calculations only for size ratios in the long-range
attractive limit [35]. Triangular distributions of particles were used and sketches
of the predicted topologies for polydispersities of 5, 7 and 8% are shown in figure
3.3.
From figure 3.1, the polydispersity at which hard-spheres begin to exhibit
qualitatively different behaviour from the monodisperse case is ≈ 6.5%; the
polydispersities of the attractive systems studied by Fasolo and Sollich are just
below and above this polydispersity of interest. The qualitative change in phase
behaviour: the appearance of multiple solid phases, is reflected in the attractive
phase topologies of figure 3.3. In all three regimes of attraction range, when the
polydispersity is increased from 5 (bottom row) to 7% (middle row), the single
solid phase (S) is replaced by multiple coexisting solids (SS). Furthermore,
the widening of the fluid-solid (FS) coexistence region seen in the monodisperse
regime disappears as the polydispersity increases. Instead, the ‘next’ phase is
widened; either FSS for σ = 7%, or FSSS for σ = 8%. The equilibrium, three-
phase gas-liquid-solid behaviour is also affected; its region of stability increases
with increasing polydispersity, even when the monodisperse phase diagram does
not contain a two-phase gas-liquid. As the polydispersity increases, in order to
accommodate multiple solid phases in the moderate and high attraction ranges,
the number of solid phases in gas-liquid-solid phases also increases.
When the system undergoes gas-liquid or gas-liquid-solid phase separation,
the coexisting phases are expected to have different distributions of particles.
Fasolo and Sollich also made detailed calculations of coexisting gas-liquid phases
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Figure 3.3 Sketches of theoretical phase diagram topologies for polydispersities
δ = 5, 7 and 8% and the three regimes of size ratio ξ, as labelled in the
figure. F and S denote a single phase fluid and solid, respectively; the
other phases are combinations of coexisting gas, G, liquid and multiple
solid phases. Taken from [35].
at various polydispersities and attraction range ξ = 0.45 [35] to compare
fractionation results with an experimental system [32]. The calculations followed
the universal scaling law predicted in ref.[30] and were in reasonable quantitative
agreement with their expected degree of fractionation.
3.3.2 Polydisperse polymer
The range of the attraction in a colloid-polymer mixture depends entirely on the
radii of the depletant polymer and is usually quantified in terms of the relative
range of the colloid and polymer radii: ξ = rg/R, as discussed in section 2.3.1.
Since the colloid polydispersity induces qualitative changes to the equilibrium
phase diagram, it is pertinent to consider the effect of the polymer polydispersity.
Fasolo and Sollich performed calculations to determine the effect of polymer
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polydispersity on the phase behaviour of colloid-polymer mixtures, concluding
that polymer polydispersity only slightly affects the phase diagram topology
[36]. This is in line with earlier calculations by Warren, who considered a
colloid plus binary polymer system to study the effects of polymer polydispersity
[118]. Both suggest that, similarly to polydisperse colloids, polydisperse polymers
should fractionate between coexisting phases. However, unless the distribution
of polymer sizes is wide enough, and fractionates in such a way that coexisting
phases are in different regimes of phase behaviour, then we should not expect
polymer polydispersity to have any qualitative effects on the phase behaviour.
3.3.3 Non-equilibrium features
The non-equilibrium features of gels and glasses for monodisperse colloids and low
attraction range were discussed in section 2.3.3. Due to the increased complexity
of the equilibrium phase diagram when the particles are polydisperse, the non-
equilibrium features may also be affected. In figure 3.4, a schematic overlap of
equilibrium phase boundaries for 7% polydispersity (according to figure 3.3) and
binodal and glass lines for a short-range attractive colloidal system are shown.
The intersection of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium phase boundaries could
lead to novel behaviour within the binodal, region a of figure 3.4, as discussed
below. The effect of polydispersity on the gel phase, region b of figure 3.4, is also
discussed in the following section.
a. Metastable gas-liquid separation
As discussed in section 2.3.3, gas-liquid separation is a metastable state in short-
range attractive colloidal systems. The free energy of the coexisting gas-liquid is
higher than that of the equilibrium FS state, but a large, spontaneous fluctuation
is needed to overcome the gas-liquid free energy minimum state, so the system
remains as a gas-liquid over experimental timescales. This metastable binodal has
has been observed in our experiments of a polydisperse colloid-polymer system
[61]. In contrast to the monodisperse case, multiple types of phase behaviour
are observed within the binodal, which we attribute to the intersection of the
equilibrium FS/FSS boundary with the binodal. The experimental results will
be presented in more detail in chapter 6.
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Figure 3.4 A sketch of a possible topology of a polydisperse system with short
range attraction. The phase boundaries are an overlap of the theoretical
equilibrium phase boundaries for particles with 7% polydispersity,
according to fig. 3.3 and the non-equilibrium binodal and glass phases.
FS denotes the equilibrium, coexisting fluid + solid phases, while FSS
indicates the region where fluid is predicted to coexist with multiple solid
phases. Consequences of polydispersity within the gas-liquid binodal (a)
and gel (b) regions are discussed in the text.
b. Gels
Puretas and coworkers simulated a top hat distribution with polydispersity
σ = 17%, calculated using the expression for polydispersity in table 3.1 on page
41, to study the mean square displacements of particles near the gel transition
[85]. They found heterogeneous dynamics not predicted by any theory: the
‘small’ population of particles had fewer neighbours and moved quickly, while
the population of large particles had comparatively slower dynamics and more
neighbours. Recent experiments by Zhang et al. to investigate the mechanism
of gelation as the (long-range) attraction is changed, utilised 10% polydisperse
particles, as measured by TEM. Their system exhibited the fast and slow
heterogeneities predicted by Puretas’ simulations, but Zhang et al. did not
speculate whether the particle sizes were correlated with the dynamics [124].
This mixture of fast and slow behaviours seems similar at first glance to the
dynamic heterogeneities seen in simulations at volume fractions near the poly-
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disperse hard-sphere glass [123], although the Molecular Dynamics simulations of
Coniglio [21] suggest the mechanisms giving rise to dynamic heterogeneities are
different in gels and glasses. However, Conigilo et al. use only a small degree
of polydispersity (randomly generated radii in a region of width 0.05R which
implies a polydispersity of 1.5%), so size dependent heterogeneities are unlikely
to be observed in their simulations.
The topic of colloidal gels is diverse and active. Understanding them is desirable
for industrial research: shelf lives of many commercial products are dependent on
how fast gels collapse and, for example, a layer of whey on top of a set yogurt is not
inedible, but those yogurts that do not separate are aesthetically more appealing
and more desirable to the consumer. Due to the ubiquity of size dispersity of the
constituents of commercial products, it would be fruitful to explore the role of
polydispersity with regards to the mechanisms of gel formation.
3.4 Binary Systems
Polydispersity of colloidal particles leads to some interesting features in both
hard-sphere and attractive hard-sphere colloidal systems. However, part of the
difficulty conducting a systematic experimental study of the effects of polydisper-
sity is the difficulty of synthesising particles with a desired distribution. For this
reason, some groups use instead a mixture of two (near) monodisperse suspensions
in order to simplify the problem. This is not unreasonable; phase behaviour is
controlled by the packing of the components, and Desmond and Weeks showed
that binary distributions had random-close-packing volume fractions equivalent to
those of continuous distributions with the same polydispersity [23]. Polydisperse
distributions and binary distributions may be related, but it remains to be seen
whether it is an oversimplification to approximate polydispersity with a binary
model, or if the systems are fundamentally different.
The consistency of φrcp between binary and polydisperse distributions calculated
by Desmond and Weeks does not necessarily mean that the dynamics of the
systems will be equivalent. Taking the example of circulating fluidizing bed
technology outlined at the beginning of this chapter [19], the experimental, binary
distribution exhibited different behaviour to that of a continuous distribution of
components. At what point do the details of the distribution become important
in colloidal systems? To my knowledge, nobody has made a systematic study of
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Figure 3.5 Photograph of black opals, a binary mixture of silica crystals, showing
opals’ characteristic ‘play of colour’ [119].
the applicability of using binary models to approximate polydisperse systems. In
this section I will review some of the work in progress and point out areas where
a systematic study might yield interesting results.
Binary systems are of course interesting in their own right; a specific example
on the colloidal lengthscale is opals. Opals are made of a 3-dimensional binary
‘superlattice’ of silica particles. The gaps between the lattice planes are a similar
length to the wavelength of light, and the different orientation of the crystal
microstructures produce the striking ‘play of colour’ seen in opal gems (see figure
3.5). These binary superlattices were first observed in opals by Sanders in 1980
[95]. Binary colloidal distributions have also been proposed as a viable system
for the self-assembly of photonic crystals: materials with an optical band gap,
controlled by the length of the gaps between the lattice planes [20, 51].
3.4.1 Binary Colloidal Structures
Experimental studies of binary colloidal mixtures are abundant; the stability
of superlattices in particular have received much interest. Superlattices are 3-
dimensional crystal lattices with a mixture of large (L) and small (S) particles,
for example LS13 and LS2, with the same lattice structure of atomic NaZn13
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Figure 3.6 Range of stability of various different crystal structures, composed of
large (L) and small (S) colloids, as determined by experiments [7, 49, 99]
and predicted by theory and calculations [29, 38, 51].
and AlB2 respectively. Some of the first experiments on colloidal binary crystal
structures were performed by Bartlett et al. in 1992 [7]. They used a mixture of
colloidal particles with size ratio RS/RL = α = 0.58 and observed several crystal
structures in different regions of the phase diagram, characterised by Bragg light
scattering and scanning electron microscopy. More recent experimental studies
have investigated the formation on stability of crystal structures over a wider
range of size ratios, summarised in figure 3.6: LS crystals have been observed
at α = 0.4 [49], LS2 structures are stable for 0.60 & α & 0.425 and LS13 for
0.62 & α & 0.485 [99] which broadly agree with the theoretical predictions
and calculations [29, 38, 51]. Laves phases (eg MgZn2) are predicted to be
stable at high size ratios, 0.84 & α & 0.76 [38, 51], and these last, face centre
cubic, superlattice structures have been observed in experiments using silver
nanoparticles [55].
The most efficient packing structure for particular size ratios and compositions
are yet to be completely understood. When making predictions based on packing
fraction, different arrangements of each lattice type are found for different size
ratios. For example, LS crystals of the type NaCl have been observed in
experiments at size ratio α ∼ 0.4 [49], but at higher size ratios the LS crystal
structure is expected to be of the type CsCl. Furthermore, in experiments
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there are many regions where the particles do not crystallise as expected, but
instead remain as an amorphous mixture [56]. This could be a feature relating
to slow crystal nucleation kinetics due to the polydispersity of each component,
or perhaps the system is attempting to make the large particle rearrangements
necessary to form crystal superlattices. I made a detailed comparison of
experimental and predicted binary phase diagrams. The results, in Appendix
B, show that non-crystallisation often occurs near or in predicted eutectic (a
fluid coexisting with two solids) regions, confirming for the first time a previous
suggestion [7]. Understanding binary colloidal mixtures is an ongoing challenge,
instrumental in the search for new materials and would help elucidate behaviour
in materials such as metallic glasses.
3.4.2 An Application: Metallic Glasses
Metallic glasses are useful materials: they can be as strong as a crystalline metal
but, due to their disordered structure, they are less prone to the mechanical
stress problems that are governed by lattice defects (dislocations) in crystalline
metals and alloys. Material properties of metallic glass vary depending on its
constituents and a lot of the current research on metallic glasses is driven by the
desire to understand this amorphous state [18]. One outstanding challenge is to
find metallic glasses that can form without the need to quench the system very
quickly. Early studies suggested that using a large range of elements is one way
of forming a glass stable to crystallisation [75] and that the composition with the
best glass forming ability is near, or at, the eutectic composition for the system
[18, 75]. There is already some evidence that binary colloidal systems have low
crystallisation ability near predicted eutectic compositions (Appendix B), and it
is known that polydispersity also hinders crystallisation (section 3.1.2). Since
packing of atoms is thought to be important in metallic glasses [70], it may be
fruitful to use colloidal particles to study these systems.
The minimal number of components needed to create a metallic glass is two, and
these materials are unsurprisingly known as binary metallic glasses (BMGs). A
perhaps obvious hypothesis is that the glassy regions are analogous to those non-
crystallising regions frequently seen in colloidal mixtures (see e.g. [7]). Miracle
and coworkers recently completed a comprehensive review [71] on binary metallic
glasses, quantifying the link between size ratio of the alloy constituents and
glass forming ability. They collected data from 175 binary glass systems, with
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628 alloys between them and found that there are only a few size ratios of the
constituents which readily form glasses: of the 175 systems, all but 5 had size
ratio α > 0.6 with average size ratio α = 0.799. Furthermore, it is believed that
metallic glasses have some short to medium range order in the form of clusters
[18, 70] which are packed densely in the system. Recent electron diffraction
techniques, coupled with molecular dynamics simulation on binary Zr66.7Ni33.3
produced patterns consistent with clusters [46].
Some preliminary experiments investigating eutectic compositions of binary
mixtures using colloidal polystyrene particles have been carried out by Hu et al.
[48], who phase separated samples by preparing droplets of the suspension and
letting the water evaporate, inducing the particles into crystalline or amorphous
structures. They studied the structure using optical microscopy and light
scattering techniques and found that the kinetics of the system were slowest
at mixing ratios corresponding to the best glass forming composition of a CuZr
alloy. Furthermore, Kozina and coworkers were able to enhance crystallisation in
eutectic binary mixtures of polystyrene microgel spheres by adding an attraction
into the system, although it is not clear whether the effects were due to each
species’ polydispersity (6 and 8%) or the mixing composition of the particles, or
indeed the fact they were comparing their attractive hard-sphere suspension with
a model hard-sphere system [56].
When investigating the effects of particle size on colloidal phase behaviour, the
use of a bidisperse colloidal system, rather than a continuous distribution of
particles, is advantageous; the distribution and overall polydispersity is easier to
tune in a binary system (using different batches of particles) than attempting to
synthesise one batch of particles with a particular polydispersity. However the
ability for binary systems to crystallise into complex lattices is at odds with the
polydisperse systems, which can have similar close packing features and the same
numerical polydispersity value as a binary system. There are obviously some
features in common, particularly the unexpected amorphous regions of binary
phase diagrams, which resonate with the high-concentration, polydisperse hard-
sphere systems that do not manage to reach their equilibrium multiple solid
states. It is clear great care must be taken in characterising a system of particles
and some thought must be made about the choice of a binary or a polydisperse
system depending on the avenue of interest.
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3.5 Types of distribution
Pusey, while not the first to use the concept, was one of the first to propose that
the dimensionless polydispersity was used to characterise size-disperse systems
[86], rather than stating the parameters of the particular distribution. This makes
sense from a practical viewpoint; it is much easier to make comparisons between
different systems with a dimensionless measure of polydispersity, and in a lot of
cases the particular distribution chosen does not have a significant effect on the
results [23]. But, as evidenced by the example of the Brambilla/Zaccarelli debate
discussed in section 3.2, eventually the details do become important. Here I will
briefly present some distributions commonly used to model size distributions of
colloidal particles.
3.5.1 Symmetric distributions
Name PDF, F (R) Mean Radius, R Polydispersity
Uniform 1













Table 3.1 Typical forms of probability distribution functions (PDF) used in theory
and simulations
The distributions in table 3.1 are often used in simulations and theory due to their
simple analytic forms. Many of the examples referenced throughout this chapter
made use of these, the most common being the top-hat or uniform distribution.
The uniform distribution is the most simple and it has the advantage that the
range [a, b] can be exactly defined and as such ensure that no particles have
zero (or negative) radius. However, the uniform distribution is the least realistic
approximation to an experimental system - particle synthesis usually produces
particles with a peaked distribution.
The triangular distribution is the most simple distribution which has a peak, at
R = c. Again it has a well-defined interval, [a, b] and asymmetry is possible if
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(c−a) 6= (b− c). It does not however have any tails, so if the small percentage of
very large or very small particles in an experimental system are having an effect,
using this distribution will not account for that possibility. The third distribution
in table 3.1 is the well-known Gaussian, or Normal distribution. The central limit
theorem tells us that distributions of random variables can be approximated as
a Gaussian distribution, therefore it has wide-ranging applicability. A Gaussian
distribution also has interesting mathematical properties (e.g. the sum of two
normalised Gaussian distributions is also a Gaussian distribution), so it is
not surprising that it is often used to approximate an experimental particle
distribution. However, distributions of particle sizes are rarely symmetric and
a Gaussian distribution also allows R ≤ 0, which is not physically possible.
So, in order to attain a realistic model for experimental particles, we must consider
more complex disributions.
3.5.2 Asymmetric distributions
As mentioned above, measured particle distributions are rarely symmetric [40, 92],
so a realistic model should allow for the skewness of the particle size distribution.
The Schulz distribution, sometimes referred to as the Gamma distribution, is
often used as it has a relatively straightforward analytical form and is physically
realistic, having no radii less than zero. It is used in scattering models of particles
[6], where it is a standard distribution used to characterise particles. The Schulz
distribution has also been used to model a bidipserse distribution of charged
macroions [72], as well as a model for bacteria velocities [65].
Martin and coworkers fitted distributions to Bragg scattering data of particles and
proposed a Weibull distribution was the best fit to their system [64], while others
have utilised a log-normal distribution [42]. These are more realistic distributions,
but are more complex, restricting their applicability in theoretical models. Recent
research regarding random close packing of polydisperse spheres suggest that, at
least for the determination of φrcp, the skewness is equally as important as the
magnitude of the polydispersity [23], suggesting it is something we keep track of
when investigating other aspects of polydisperse systems2.
2Analytical expressions for skewness of each distribution (which is not an independent
parameter) can be readily obtained but were too unweildly to be easily included in table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Probability distribution functions (PDFs) for more experimentally
realistic, asymmetric size distributions of particles. The Schulz (Gamma)
distribution and Weibull distributions are valid on the interval [0,∞),
have shape parameter, α, scale parameter θ and Γ(α) is the Gamma
function. The parameters σ and µ in the log-normal distribution are the
standard devation and mean of ln(R), respectively and is defined on the
interval (0,∞).
3.6 Why study Polydispersity?
In many cases, a slight degree of polydispersity does not introduce quantitatively
new effects - experiments using particles with polydispersities . 5% [88] agree
with the predicted equilibrium phase behaviour from computer simulations of
monodisperse hard spheres [47]. We also know that in this low polydispersity
limit, no new phenomena are introduced in experimental attractive phase
diagrams [83].
Anecdotal evidence suggests that many researchers observe strange behaviour
when using polydisperse particles but either do not mention it or do not
consider polydispersity as a cause for the strangeness [77]. There have been
few comprehensive experimental studies undertaken to investigate the effects of
polydispersity on phase behaviour of colloidal suspensions, the last by Fairhurst
in 1999 [31]. Experiments tend to be focussed on low polydispersity effects [103],
or the testing of a particular feature [32]. In the meantime, theoretical predictions
have progressed [107], enabling a basis for comparison of any new experimental
results.
In summary, while some of the effects of polydispersity on colloidal systems
discussed in this chapter have received ongoing interest, a lack of systematic,
experimental studies hinders further progress and understanding. In this thesis,
I present the effects of size polydispersity on experimental hard spheres and a
short-range attractive hard-sphere system. I have restricted my observations and
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analysis to hard-sphere and short-range attractive systems. The hard-sphere
effects, namely fractionation and dynamics, are presented in chapter 5 before
considering the effects of polydispersity on attractive phase behaviour in chapter
6. Understanding the observed behaviour relied heavily on detailed characteri-
sation of the size distributions of particles from analysis of transmission electron
microscope images. This is discussed in the following methods chapter, along





This chapter describes the methods used throughout this thesis. The experimen-
tal techniques - preparing the particles, measuring volume fractions and visual
observations - were common to all experiments and will be described here. The
methods used to characterise the size and polydispersity of the particles will
also be presented in this chapter: small-angle x-ray scattering and transmission
electron microscopy, as well as the image analysis protocol used to extract the size
distribution of the particles. Finally, light scattering theory, applicable to both
the x-ray scattering techniques and the dynamic light scattering measurements
used in chapter 5, will be outlined.
4.1 Everyday experimental procedures
All of the particles used in this thesis consist of a cross-linked core of poly-
methylmethacrylate (PMMA) latex, synthesised in-house by Andrew Schofield
and were received suspended in dodecane. Dodecane has a refractive index lower
than that of PMMA (n = 1.421 and 1.49 respectively); mismatch of refractive
index engenders multiple scattering in the suspension, making visual observations
difficult. It is better to use a solvent with a more closely matched refractive index;
traditionally cis-decahydronapthalene (cis-decalin) is used.
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Solvents and particle washing
Pure cis-decalin is expensive, so instead we generally use a mixture of cis- and
trans- isomers. Henceforth the mix-decalin shall just be referred to as decalin.
The proportion of cis- to trans- varies batch to batch, but since it is purchased
in large quantities, the decalin used will belong to the same batch and properties
will be consistent across the experiments. The decalin used in this thesis had
density of ρ = 0.88123(1)g/cm3 (DMA 4500, Anton Paar) and refractive index
n = 1.4732(2) (Bellingham and Stanley LTD).
To replace the dodecane with decalin, the particles are spun down until they
form a densely packed sediment, with an interface that remains stationary with
respect to the vial as the vial is tipped, allowing the dodecane to be replaced
by decalin. Some dodecane will still be trapped in the particle sediment, so the
particles should be redispersed and the process repeated until the desired solvent
purity is achieved.
The number of spin-replace steps (a wash) can be calculated using the fractional
height, f , of the sediment and φrcp, the volume fraction of the random-close-
packed sediment. Vials were spun at a speed of 2500rpm until all particles were
part of the sediment, approximately 15 hours. The fraction of dodecane trapped
within the sediment after one spin is (1 − φrcp)f . The particles themselves take
up a proportion of φrcpf of the total volume, so the proportion, x, of dodecane





After n washes the proportion of dodecane remaining in the solvent is xn, allowing
us to easily calculate the number of washes required to attain any desired purity.
Sigma-Aldrich uses a benchmark purity of ≥ 98.5% for ‘high purity’ solvents
(ReagentPlusr Grade), while Fisher Scientific’s ‘ultra pure’ (OPTIMAr Grade)
acids have “as low as 1−100 ppt detection” for various impurities, corresponding
to a purity of 99.9%. Using φrcp = 0.64, the calculated purity of the new solvent
after n washes, for various sediment height fractions, f , are shown in table 4.1.
From table 4.1 we can see that the purity is sensitive to f : 4 washes gives 99.9%
purity when f = 0.4, but 7 washes are required to attain the same purity when f
is increased to 0.6. The unwashed particles typically had f ≈ 0.5, and 7 washing
steps were usually executed.
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Table 4.1 Replacing a solvent in a particle suspension requires a number of washes,
n, as described in the text. The purity of the new solvent is dependent
on the fractional height of the close-packed particle sediment, f .
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
f=0.4 0.0 80.6 96.3 99.3 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
Purity(%) f=0.5 0.0 73.5 93.0 98.1 99.5 99.9 100.0 100.0
f=0.6 0.0 64.9 87.7 95.7 98.5 99.5 99.8 99.9
Other solvents may be used to tailor the properties of the suspension. For
example, an index-matching mixture, useful for scattering experiments, can
be made from a mixture of decalin and tetrahydronaphthalene (tetralin) [99].
PMMA swells in tetralin, so the suspension must be prepared many weeks in
advance of the experiments taking place, to prevent any change in size of the
particles during the experiments. Density matching is also useful to prevent the
particles from sedimenting. Sedimentation can disrupt equilibrium processes;
colloidal systems prepared in density-matched solvents or experiments performed
in microgravity display different crystallisation behaviour to those subject to
gravity [126]. One example of a solvent combination used to density match
particles is decalin and cyclohexyl bromide, with tetrabutyl-ammonium chloride
salt added to screen the charges present in the solvent combination. The particle
washing technique described above can also be used to suspend particles in density
matched solvents: density matching is generally only exact at one temperature
and the temperature inside the centrifuge will tend to increase with time, either
by energy inefficiency or by some inbuilt temperature control.
Hard-sphere behaviour with minimal particle sedimentation was desired for the
experiments in this thesis. To this end, small particles suspended in decalin were
used. The sedimentation velocity, vs of a particle of radius R and density ρP in
a solvent with density ρS and viscosity η (ηdecalin = 0.00131Pas) is given by the
balance of weight, buoyancy and Stokes drag forces acting on the particle:
4π
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where ∆ρ = (ρP − ρS). Using typical values of densities of PMMA and decalin
(ρP = 1.18 gcm
−3 and ρS = 0.894 gcm
−3), the time taken for a single particle
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of radius 100 nm to sediment 15 mm is 81 days. Larger particles sediment
faster; increasing the particle radius to 200 nm decreases the sedimentation
time by a factor of 4. Furthermore, sedimentation time for a higher volume
fraction of particles will be slower due to particle-particle interactions. A
quantitative record of sedimentation was not made during the experiments, but
no visible sedimentation around the meniscus of ASM320 or ASM295 particles
(R ≈ 150 nm) was observed on the scale of at least one month, as expected by the
calculations above. The use of small particles in these experiments ensures gravity
and charge were not dominant parameters, but the particles were too small to
measure using conventional microscopy and not index matched, complicating
characterisation and ruling out the possibility for direct visualisation of the
particles’ in situ behaviour.
Measuring volume fractions
The problems associated with measuring volume fractions were discussed earlier
in this thesis; in this section, details of the particular techniques employed during
these experiments will be described. A rough estimate of the volume fraction
was initially obtained by spinning down the particles in the centrifuge at a speed
of 2500rpm. Centrifugation packs the particles in a random configuration (on
a timescale shorter than that needed for crystallisation to take place) hence the
volume fraction of the random close packed sediment can be calculated using
φ = φrcpf , where f is the fractional height of the random-close-packed sediment
and φrcp is its volume fraction. The variability of φrcp with polydispersity was
discussed in detail in chapter 3.1.4: a polydisperse distribution of particles will
have close-packed volume fraction greater than 0.64. However, since this method
was only used as an initial estimation of the volume fraction and the value of φrcp
only varies by a few percent for small changes in polydispersity, greater accuracy
at this stage was not essential.
After the initial estimate was calculated, a more precise estimate was made by
preparing samples around the fluid-solid coexistence region of the hard sphere
phase diagram. The particles were allowed to equilibrate for approximately two
weeks and the percentage height of crystals to fluid was determined in each case
by measuring the height with an upright vernier rule. The vial with the highest
proportion of crystal phase was assigned the volume fraction φm, and all others
were rescaled relative to this value. φm was set to be equal to greatest volume
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fraction for a single polydisperse solid (see figure 3.1), φm = 0.58. This of course
will lead to systematic errors in the absolute volume fraction, but the relative
volume fractions for samples in each batch will be accurate. Volume fractions
were adjusted by adding solvent dropwise, or centrifuging the vials and removing
a number of drops of solvent. Using the change in mass of the vial and the
measured density of decalin, it is straightforward to calculate the new volume
fraction from the lever rule, φ1V1 = φ2V2 (chapter 2.3.2).
The particles can be treated with a fluorescent dye to enable various types of
microscopy [12]; the batch ASM295 used in the experiments in chapter 5 were
dyed with Nile Red (Supplied by SigmaAldrich, λex = 548 nm, λem = 567 nm),
although fluorescent properties were not required.
Adding attraction
In the projects forming this thesis, attraction between the particles was induced
by adding a polystyrene depletant. The range of the attraction depends on
the radius of gyration, rg, of the polystyrene, which in turn depends on the
temperature of the solvent. The ideal temperature for a polymer in a solvent,
that is, the temperature at which the polymer acts like an ideal random walk,
is known as the theta temperature, Tθ. Berry measured the theta temperature
of polystyrene in different mixtures of cis- and trans- decalin [10]. The decalin
used in these experiments had density ρ = 0.88123 g/cm3, while the literature
values for the density of cis- and trans-decalin are ρcis = 0.897 g/cm
3 and
ρtrans = 0.87 g/cm
3 respectively. By assuming a linear relationship between
density of the mixture and percentage of cis-decalin, the solvent used in these
experiments contains ≈ 42% cis-decalin. A similar calculation was performed
using the refractive index of each solvent, resulting in a cis-decalin percentage
of 35%. Thus, using figure 4 of Berry’s paper, Tθ of polystyrene in decalin is
between 289− 291 K [10].
At the theta temperature, the radius of gyration of the polystyrene, its effective
spherical radius, scales as the square root of the molecular weight: rθg =
0.028
√
MW nm, where the molecular weight is measured in daltons.
Berry also gave an expression for the coil swelling at a temperature away from
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Using equation 4.5 and a theta temperature of 290 K we find that the polystyrene
used in these experiments, which had molecular weight of 114, 200 Daltons (and
unknown polydispersity), has a radius of gyration (at 298 K) of rg = 10 nm.
ASM320 particles used in the attractive hard-sphere experiments of chapter 6 had
average radius R = 152(2) nm, as determined by small-angle x-ray scattering and
dimensionless attraction range ξ = rg/R = 10/152 = 0.07(1).
The strength of the attraction is controlled by the concentration of polymer
present in the system. In practice this is simple to measure and implement: vials
of particles were prepared at the required volume fraction, then solid polystyrene
was added directly to the vials using a thin metal spatula. Vials were mixed
on a rollerbank overnight to disperse the polystyrene and were checked by eye
to ensure there were no large lumps of polystyrene remaining, before continuing
with observations. Vials were left undisturbed in an incubator set at 298K for up
to two weeks, then solvent was added dropwise to the vial to dilute the sample.
This results in the data points becoming arranged on dilution lines in the (φ, cp)
plane that can be extrapolated to the origin at infinite dilution.
Characterising phases
The initial characterisation of the phases was determined by eye, using a small
hand-held torch to distinguish interfaces and crystallites. The expected phases are
easy to distinguish from one another; the fluid phases are spatially homogeneous
and either optically opaque (liquid) or transluscent (gas), while the solid phase is
seen as irridescent crystallites when the torch is directed towards them. A sample
that has undergone complete gas-liquid separation appeared as two fluid phases
with a sharp, horizontal interface between them. Some phase separating samples
were recorded so that the height of the phase boundary could be recorded as a
function of time. Particles in a gel phase underwent a characteristic gel collapse,
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described in section 2.3.3, and had a particle-solvent interface that remained
parallel to the vial bottom when the vial was tipped. Colloidal glasses were
classified similarly by a stationary suspension-air interface when the vial was
tipped and a ‘shimmery’ appearance.
New phases within the hard-sphere and attractive hard-sphere phase diagrams,
that are not present in an equivalent monodisperse system, were discovered during
the course of the experiments. These will be discussed in detail in the results
chapters. For these new phases, additional characterisation was performed as an
attempt to elucidate the observed behaviour, using 3-dimensional dynamic light
scattering, small-angle x-ray scattering and transmission electron microscopy,
described in the following sections.
4.2 Characterisation of size
The size of colloidal particles can be measured either directly, through microscopy
techniques, or by using indirect methods, such as light scattering. Optical
microscopy allows the radii of large particles to be measured readily, but the
range of colloidal length scales extends below the limit of resolution of optical
microscopes. Light, x-ray, or neutron scattering can probe length scales shorter
than that of optical microscopy, but the inversion process required to extract
radii from the measured data can be complicated. Either the average radius and
polydispersity of the particles can be determined, or some information about the
distribution shape is incorporated into a particle scattering model to fit more
detailed characteristics.
The problem of carefully characterising small, polydisperse particles was solved
by using a combination of transmission electron microscopy and small-angle x-ray
scattering, to obtain a direct measurement of the distribution and the average
in situ behaviour, respectively. The basics of light scattering theory is described
below, followed by a description of the electron microscopy and analysis methods.
4.2.1 Scattering theory
In an ideal scattering experiment, radiation in the form of neutrons, x-rays
or light are incident upon a sample. The incident radiation is either singly
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Figure 4.1 Single scattering of light incident on a scattering volume. Some
radiation with wavevector ki is transmitted through the sample; the
scattered radiation, wavevector ks, is deflected by an angle θ by a
scatterer within the volume. The scattering vector q is defined as the
difference between the two wavevectors.
scattered to some point, R, in the far field, or transmitted straight through
the scattering medium, as illustrated in figure 4.1. This single scattering scenario
is valid when the suspension is dilute - the scattered radiation is unlikely to
be rescattered by other particles before exiting the sample. In concentrated
suspensions, multiple scattering will be present. Experimental setups designed
to minimise the detection of multiple-scattered radiation in dynamics studies are
discussed in section 4.3.





where λ0 is the wavelength of the laser and np is the refractive index of the
scattering material.
The scattering vector q is the independent variable in scattering experiments;
it has dimensions of [m−1] and is defined as the difference between incident and
scattered wave vectors. From the geometry of the q vector in figure 4.1 above,








The physics of scattering is equivalent for each type of radiation, with the
difference that the refractive indices in light scattering are replaced by electron
densities in x-ray scattering and scattering length densities in neutron scattering.
There are several important assumptions present in scattering theory. Firstly, we
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assume that the degree of scattering by the suspending solvent is much smaller
than that of the colloidal particles. The particles themselves also need to be
weakly scattering, such that multiple scattering does not become an issue. Finally,
in the case of spherical particles, we assume the refractive index only varies with
radius within the particle rather than the particle orientation.
We are interested in the amplitude bi(q) of the field of light scattered by particle
i. This is derived starting with the amplitude of the electrical field of radiation,
scattered by a spherical point particle to a detector at position R. The incident
electric field is a plane wave of form
Ei(R, t) = niEo exp [i(k.R− ωit)], (4.8)
where ni is the unit vector in the direction of the incident field, E0 is the field
amplitude and ωi is the angular frequency. This plane wave is incident on a
medium with local dielectric constant ε(r, t) at position r within the scattering
volume1.












exp (−iq.r) d3r, (4.9)
where ε0 is the average dielectric constant of the medium.
For discrete particles, there is scattering from both the particles and the liquid,
which have dielectric constants εP (r, t) and εL(r, t) respectively. It is more useful
to be able to write the bracketed term in equation 4.9 as a function of the
measurable dielectric constants of the particle, εP (r, t), and averaged solvent,
εL:
ε(r, t)− ε0 = [εP (r, t)− ε0] + [εL(r, t)− ε0]
ε(r, t)− ε0 = [εP (r, t)− εL + εL − ε0] + [εL(r, t)− εL + εL − ε0]
ε(r, t)− ε0 = [εP (r, t)− εL] + [εL(r, t)− εL] + 2(εL − ε0) (4.10)
1The scattering volume is within the scattering medium, and is the region of intersection of
the incident and scattered radiation beams
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This leads to three contributions in equation 4.9: the first term in equation 4.10
is the scattering from inside the particles due to the difference in refractive index
between themselves and the surrounding fluid. The second term in equation 4.10
is scattering due to density fluctuations in the suspending solvent. This term
can be neglected, since the background scattering from the solvent is measured
separately and subtracted from the suspension scattering data, which is assumed
to be negligible. The last term is independent of r, so results in a term in
equation 4.9 proportional to
∫
V
exp [−iq.r] = δ(q), where δ(q) describes the
straight through unscattered beam at q = 0. In practice, this term has finite
width due to finite sample volume: it decays exponentially away from q = 0 and
















where Rj(t) is the position of the centre of mass of particle j at time t; rj is the
position of the volume element, d3rj, relative to its centre of mass, and ε(rj, t) is
the local dielectric constant at position rj in particle j.
From here, the prefactor describing the spherical wave of scattered radiation
emitted from the origin is usually omitted, and we introduce ∆ρ(rj, t), the local













bj(q, t) exp [−iq.Rj(t)], (4.14)





∆ρ(rj, t) exp (−iq.rj) d3rj. (4.15)
The quantity measured directly in experiments is the scattered intensity, I(q, t),
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which is related to the electric field by
I(q, t) = |E(q, t)|2 (4.16)






〈bi(q)b∗j(q) exp [iq.(ri − rj)]〉. (4.17)
Equation 4.17 now gives an expression for the scattered intensity which can be
expressed in terms of known (or measurable) quantities, such as the single particle
form factor, P (q) and the static structure factor, S(q), as follows.
For dilute systems, particle j can take any position in the sample; they are
randomly distributed about zero, so all contributions to equation 4.17 are zero





For identical particles, bi(q) = b(q), so
〈I(q)〉 = N〈|b(q)|2〉
= NP (q)|b(0)|2, (4.19)






For concentrated samples of identical particles, the b(q) terms in 4.17 are still






〈exp (iq.(ri − rj))〉 (4.21)
and the static structure factor, S(q) is defined such that equation 4.21 can be
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expressed as
〈I(q)〉 = 〈|b(0)|2〉P (q)NS(q). (4.22)
This last equation tells us that the scattered intensity measured in an experiment
is directly related to the single particle form factor. Therefore, if a theoretical
form of P (q) is known, it can be calculated and fitted to the experimental data
to then, for example, characterise the scatterers.
Single particle form factor
There are various forms for P (q) depending on the characteristics of the particles
in question. Many useful theoretical form factors are given by Pederson in [74].
The simplest is the form factor for a single homogeneous sphere, first calculated
by Lord Raleigh in the early 20th Century [90]. Returning to the definition of
the scattering length of particle j in equation 4.15, assuming the distribution of
scattering material is homogeneous inside the sphere, then the ∆ρ term can be





















sin θ exp (−iqr cos θ) dθ























3(sin qR− qR cos qR). (4.24)
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Then, using equation 4.20 and the fact that 9(qR)−6(sin qR− qR cos qR)2 → 1 as




(sin qR− qR cos qR)2. (4.25)
Similarly, the form factor for a core-shell particle with core radius Rc and











where A = (ns−nc)/nc. ns and nc are the refractive indices of the shell and core
(relative to the solvent), respectively.
These expressions were all determined with the assumption that the scatterers
are identical. The particles used in this thesis are polydisperse in size, so it is
pertinent to also consider the form of P (q) when the scatterers are not identical.
Polydisperse form factor
















〈|bi(0)|2〉P (q, Ri). (4.29)
For a continuous size distribution, fpsd(R), with fpsd(R)dR particles between R






6P (q, R) dR. (4.30)
Equation 4.30 allows the theoretical form factor for any continuous distribution
to be readily calculated. It can be simplified to a discrete form if the continuous
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size distribution is too complex to calculate easily, or for calculating form factors
from an experimental size distribution. A comparison of monodisperse (points)
and polydisperse (line) calculated form factors is shown in figure 4.2. The
monodisperse radius is 150 nm, and the polydisperse particles were generated
from a normal distribution, centred around R = 150 nm. The effect of
polydispersity is clear: the minima, which occur when qR = 4.493, appear
smeared out when the particles have a range of sizes. In fact, it is possible
to derive an analytical expression for the polydispersity as a function of the ratio
of the relative intensities of the first minimum and second maximum of the form
factor [31].
Figure 4.2 Normalised form factor for monodisperse particles with radius 150 nm
(points), calculated using equation 4.25, and a normal distribution of
particles with average radius 150 nm (line), calculated using equation
4.29.
Light or x-ray scattering?
The number of minima measured in an experiment, and hence the length scale
probed by scattering, depends on the range of q values on which the technique
operates. The range of the scattering vector can be calculated using equation
4.7. For example, in a static light scattering experiment using a HeNe laser
(λ0 = 632.8 nm) and PMMA particles as the scattering material (ns = 1.49),
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Figure 4.3 Example of using sample-to-detector distance to extend the range of
possible q-values in constrained experimental setups: by decreasing the
distance of the detector from d1 to d2, the scattering angle can be
increased from θ1 to θ2.
q = 0.030 sin (θ/2) nm−1, so the maximum possible value of the scattering vector
is 0.030 nm−1, corresponding to a minimum spatial scale 2π
q
= 209 nm. For x-
rays, which have a much smaller wavelength (λ0 ≈ 0.1 nm), the minimum spatial
scale probed by scattering is 0.03 nm.
The lateral space and equipment geometry constraints present in experimental set
ups mean that the entire range of q-values is not always accessible. One method
to obtain a larger range of angles is to vary the sample-to-detector distance,
illustrated in figure 4.3. By decreasing the horizontal distance of the detector to
the sample, a larger scattering angle can be obtained.
In the calculated form factors shown in figure 4.2, the first minimum for particles
with radius of 150 nm occurs at ∼ 0.03 nm−1, so light scattering would not be
an effective method to characterise particles of this size; x-ray scattering or an
alternative method would need to be used. The particles used in the experiments
of this thesis were of the order of 150 nm in size. Light scattering was attempted
but a suitable form factor could not be obtained; ultimately x-ray scattering was
used to characterise the particles.
SAXS experiments
A variation of x-ray scattering is small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS).
To measure the size and polydispersity of the ASM320 particles using the form
factor method outlined above, an initial sample of the particles were sent to T.
Narayanan at the ID02 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
in Grenoble, France. The experimental setup described below was later used
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to obtain form factors from scattering experiments of phase-separated samples,
which will be presented in chapter 6.
Dilute suspensions of ASM320 PMMA particles were characterised using small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Two sample-to-detector distances of 10 m and 1 m
were used to cover a scattering vector range of 0.008 nm−1 ≤ q ≤ 3 nm−1. The
colloidal suspensions were contained in a flow-through capillary cell of diameter
1.8 mm. Measured two-dimensional scattering patterns were normalized to an
absolute intensity scale and then azimuthally averaged to obtain the intensity
as a function of q, I(q) [24]. Fig. 4.4 shows the background-subtracted SAXS
intensity from a dilute suspension. The data can be adequately described by
a polydisperse core-shell model with a Schulz size distribution [24]. The best
fit parameter values are: mean core radius and polydispersity 152 ± 2 nm and





















Figure 4.4 Form factor of ASM320 colloidal particles (points) from SAXS
measurements by T. Narayanan. The data was fitted with a
polydisperse (Schulz distributed) core-shell model, convoluted with an
instrument resolution function of width 0.0026 nm−1
.
4.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to measure size distributions
of the polydisperse particles, ASM295 and ASM320, used in this thesis. In TEM,
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Figure 4.5 Schematic of a TEM imaging system.
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a high energy beam of electrons is directed through electromagnetic lenses and a
thin sample onto a fluorescent screen or camera, as depicted in figure 4.5. The
sample material, which must be dried since the TEM chamber is under vacuum,
scatter electrons, where the amount of scattering is dependent on the composition
of the material. A typical TEM image of PMMA particles is shown in figure 4.6.
Assuming the sample is suitably prepared, TEM can produce high resolution, high
magnification images of particles, although there are some problems associated
with imaging polymer particles using this technique2.
Figure 4.6 Typical TEM snapshot of polydisperse PMMA particles; at least 1000
particles were counted to determine a size distribution. Particles tend
to arrange in clusters during the drying process due to the collapse of
the stabilising hairs. Clustering can be minimised by decreasing the
concentration of particles, but this means many more images need to
be acquired to achieve good statistics.
Difficulties imaging PMMA particles with TEM
The difficulties that arise when imaging polymer particles using transmission
electron microscopy are summarised below.
 Particle shrinkage
The TEM operates under vacuum, so the particles must be dried. Unfortu-
nately they will shrink as the solvent evaporates, leading to a decrease in the
2It appears these problems are not easily solved, TEM images of melted polymer particles
can be found in published work [111].
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TEM radius compared to the in situ value. There are coating methods to
treat the samples before imaging but they were not used: the coating layer
will have finite thickness (with associated uncertainty) and, since decalin is
volatile, some de-swelling of the particles before the coating is applied will
still be present.
 Irradiation damage
All organic matter interacts with electrons, but the sensitivity of polymers
to irradiation damage is lower when the carbon content is increased [69]. For
this reason, colloidal polystyrene is less susceptible to the melting behaviour
seen in colloidal PMMA samples. Figure 4.7a) is a snapshot of ASM522
particles at 2850× magnification; figure 4.7b) is the same image after a few
seconds of exposure to the electron beam. Reference [69] suggests techniques
for minimising damage to the polymers, two of which were utilised to achieve
better quality images: increase the accelerating voltage of the electrons
(100 kV was used, rather than the standard 80 kV of the instrument) and
use the “low dose” technique of quickly scanning and acquiring snapshots.
Furthermore, the intensity of the electron beam can be adjusted; this was
set as low as possible such that the particles were still visible.
 Clustering
Invariably, the particles were present in clusters when imaging. Since many
of the images were of hard-sphere systems, this is due to the drying process,
rather than any residual attraction as suggested previously [31]. As these
sterically stabilised particles dry, the stabilising hairs will collapse onto
the particle. This exposes the van der Walls attractive minimum and the
particles will cluster if they come within the range of the van der Walls
minimum. These unavoidable particle clusters make analysis difficult, so a
protocol was developed to properly segment and analyse the particles. An
outline of the analysis steps will be presented in the following section, with
further details in Appendix A. When the polydispersity of the sample is
large, the clustering can cause smaller particles to become hidden beneath
large particles, for example in figure 4.7a).
Related to this point, the concentration of particles in the sample is
important: too low results in images such as figure 4.7d), where many
images must be taken to achieve a suitable number of particles for
statistically significant results. If the concentration of particles is too
high the particles arrange in multiple layers of clusters . A representative
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example this problem is shown in figure 4.7 c), where the darker region
indicates that there are multiple layers of particles. While it is still possible
to extract data from these images, large portions of the image must be
excluded from the analysis and the contrast and image quality is not usually
as good as images with well-spaced particle clusters.
Finally, the clustering of particles also implies the TEM grid is not covered
uniformly with particles. This means that many snapshots across the entire
grid must always be taken to ensure good data sampling.
Figure 4.7 Example of different problems encountered when imaging PMMA
particles for use in size distribution measurements: a) clustering of
particles in highly polydisperse samples leads to the small particles
becoming obscured, b) irradiation damage (melting) of the particles
after a few seconds of exposure, c) too high sample concentration,
leading to lower contrast and regions of stacked particles, d) low
sample concentration, meaning many images must be taken to acquire
a size distribution with good statistics. Methods of dealing with these
problems are discussed in the text.
Experimental details
The technique detailed below was used to prepare all TEM samples. 3.05 mm
copper grids were dipped into a dilute solution of particles and the solvent was
allowed to evaporate. TEM was performed using the Phillips CM120 Biotwin in
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the Wellcome Trust Centre Optical Instrumentation Laboratory at the University
of Edinburgh. Micrographs were taken at 2850× magnification, such that each
particle had a diameter of approximately 40 pixels; each image was taken at a
well separated region of the grid in order to obtain a good approximation of the
distribution.
The resultant images were processed in Fiji, a version of the open-source ImageJ
software with added built-in macros [97, 98], to extract particle radii. Due to
the clustering of particles, segmentation was not initially straightforward; many
iterations of steps in Fiji were tried to obtain images with mostly correct particle
segmentation. The results for each image were checked manually before the results
were recorded. Once the analysis steps were determined, a macro was written
in Fiji so that, other than the checking step, analysis could be performed at
a reasonable speed. An example of the segmenting process is described below;
further details can be found in Appendix A.
The following steps were taken to process the raw TEM images to extract the
radius of each particle. The steps correspond to each numbered image in figure
4.8.
1. Load the image into Fiji.
2. Threshold the image. The contrast varied between images; to ensure
the automatic thresholding did not erode the particles, each image was
thresholded manually.
3. Despeckle. This step replaces each pixel with the median value in a 3 × 3
neighbourhood. This results in a smoothing of the edges of the particles
and removes any ‘salt and pepper’ noise from the background.
4. Watershed. This algorithm calculates distance maps of each point to find
maxima, erodes each maxima to a point, then dilates each point until the
objects meet an edge or another growing object. This step is sufficient
for images with few particles, but it misses small particles easily and can
over-segment the particles. These over-segmented particles then need to
be manually identified and removed from the analysis. There are many
competing watershedding algorithms, some of which are reviewed in [93].
However, instead of trialling different algorithms, the following steps were
found to minimise the number of over-segmented particles.
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5. Find Edges. This step detects sharp changes in intensity and draws an
outline.
6. Find Maxima. This works in a similar way to watershedding, with the
advantage that a noise tolerance can be specified, so a single particle does
not become split into two or more parts. This step has the option of
outputting segmented particles, shown in image 6 of figure 4.8.
7. Analyse particles. This function outputs specified parameters of objects
in the image, including x, y coordinates, area and roundness. For the
particle radius measurements desired to obtain a size distribution, the Feret
diameter parameter was used (discussed in Appendix A). The ‘Analyse
particles’ function can then output numbered outlines of the measured
particles.
8. Send overlay to ROI (region of interest) manager and overlay onto original
image. The use of the ROI manager allows erroneous objects to be selected
by clicking on the image. These objects can then be deleted from the
image and the results. The results were contained in a text file, which was
imported into Origin 8.5 for the size distribution analysis.
Errors in TEM radius measurement
The error in the radius measurement due to the processing technique is
±1/20 pixels per particle, or 5 %. With this in mind, the number of particles
measured for each distribution was chosen such that the standard error in the
mean was less than 5 %. For a particle of radius R = 150 nm, SE = R/
√
N < 5 %
when N = 500, dropping to 3 % for N = 900. Since the average radius was not
known in advance, and the error increases as R increases, typically a goal of 1000
particles was chosen for the TEM distribution analysis.
In conclusion, a robust processing and analysis technique was developed using
Fiji to extract size distribution measurements from TEM images [97]. All of the
size distributions in this thesis were obtained using this method. Additionally,
the parent ASM320 particles and the phase-separated samples in chapter 6
were also characterised using small-angle x-ray scattering, as discussed earlier
in this chapter. TEM distributions have the advantage of measuring directly the
distribution, while SAXS scattering analysis obtains the in situ characteristics
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Figure 4.8 TEM analysis steps as described in the text.
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of the particles. A method of combining the advantages of these two methods,
calculating form factors using the directly obtained TEM size distributions, will
be presented in chapter 6.
4.3 Dynamic Light Scattering
Dynamic light scattering was used to investigate the novel phases observed in
hard-sphere experiments. These phases were not crystalline and appeared not
to act like glasses - they flowed - but were at a volume fraction where we would
expect samples to either be crystalline or glass. The dynamics of these phases
were probed using 3d dynamic light scattering, and the results will be presented in
chapter 5.3. This section contains a short introduction to dynamic light scattering
and techniques used to reduce multiple scattering when the samples are turbid
or concentrated.
4.3.1 Introduction
When coherent light is passed through a scattering medium, a scattering pattern
is produced and can be used to identify particular phases. For example, a
transient gel has a characteristic scattering ring of high intensity, which becomes
brighter and eventually collapses [80]. A random configuration of particles will
produce a ‘speckle’ pattern of regions of constructive interference, which fluctuate
as the particles move. By studying the time correlation function of speckles of
scattered intensity, information about the dynamics can be extracted.
The fluctuating intensity-time correlation between starting time, t, and delay
time, τ , is given by






d3rI(q, t)I(q, t+ τ). (4.31)
For τ = 0, this equation reduces to
lim
τ→0
〈I(q, 0)I(q, τ)〉 = 〈I2(q)〉 (4.32)
and for delay times much longer than the fluctuation time of the intensity, the
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speckles are uncorrelated, so
lim
τ→∞
〈I(q, 0)I(q, τ)〉 = 〈I(q)〉2. (4.33)
The quantity measured in experiments is the normalised time correlation function





which is related to the normalised time correlation function of the scattered field,
g(1)(q, τ) by the Siegert relation:
g(2)(q, τ) = 1 + [g(1)(q, τ)]2. (4.35)
g(1)(q, τ) is also known as the measured intermediate scattering function, fM(q, t)
and is defined as




Equation 4.35 is applicable to any fluid system where the spatial correlation range
is small. In practice, not all of the signal reaches the detector, so an intercept, β,
is introduced. This consists of many factors and it can be used as a judge of the
data quality. Thus equation 4.35 becomes
g(2)(q, τ) = 1 + β[g(1)(q, τ)]2. (4.37)
The plots presented later in this thesis are in terms of (g(2)(q, τ)−1) against delay
time. The curves are normalised such that they have a maximum of 1 when τ = 0
and will decay to zero for ergodic (uncorrelated) systems. In glassy systems, the
particles are caged over long times and are thus effectively correlated. In these
non-ergodic systems g(2)(q, t) exhibits a plateau at a non-zero value.
Furthermore, for non-ergodic systems, the time average does not equal the
ensemble average of the system, so to obtain an ensemble-averaged g(2)(q, τ),
further steps must be taken. One common technique, employed by Martinez et.
al., is to determine g(2)(q, τ) (or fM(q, τ)) of the fast, initial decay process and
the slow, non-ergodic plateau separately [66]. This method is valid for hard-
sphere colloidal glasses, where there is a well-defined plateau of the correlation
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function as τ →∞. However, many of the samples probed by DLS in this thesis
had dynamics which had both non-ergodic and ergodic features; the correlation
functions exhibited plateau-like behaviour but eventually decayed to zero at long
times. These correlation functions will be presented in chapter 5.3.
In order to obtain ensemble-averaged correlation functions in the partially ergodic
samples, a ‘brute force’ method was applied [77]. This method consists of
measuring g(2)(q, τ) for many speckles, i, in the sample, then calculating the
intensity-weighted average of each dataset:








where the average ensemble intensity, 〈I〉 is related to the average intensity at each







The mathematical treatment in this section is valid under the assumption that
the incident light is scattered only once in the scattering medium, that is when the
system is dilute or when the refractive index of the scatterers closely match that
of the solvent. It is possible to perform DLS on turbid or concentrated samples,
but a different experimental set up is required to counteract the effects of multiple
scattering. Two cross-correlation methods are described in the following section:
two-colour (TC) and three-dimensional (3d) dynamic light scattering.
4.3.2 Two colour dynamic light scattering
In TC DLS, two lasers, i and ii with different wavelengths are set up in plane,
with two detectors, 1 and 2. The different wavelengths of light will scatter with
different angles, and the detectors are set up such that singly scattered light with
the same q vector are detected with each detector. This is illustrated in figure
4.9. Light of the wrong wavelength is blocked from entering the other detector.
The cross correlation function of detectors 1 and 2, GTC12 , (equation 4.31) can now
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Figure 4.9 Scattering of light in a two-colour dynamic light scattering setup. The
detectors are arranged such that scattered light from laser i (red)
entering detector 1 has the same q vector as light from laser ii(green)
entering detector 2.
be split into four components:
GTC12 =〈I i1(0)I i2(τ)〉+ 〈I i1(0)I ii2 (τ)〉+
+ 〈I ii1 (0)I i2(τ)〉+ 〈I ii1 (0)I ii2 (τ)〉. (4.40)
Since only light of the correct wavelength is allowed to enter each detector, the
only non-zero contribution to the correlation function is when light from i enters
detector 1 at the same time as light from ii enters 2. Thus for singly-scattered
light, equation 4.40 becomes
GTC12 = 〈I i1(0)I ii2 (τ)〉 (4.41)




〈I i1(0)I ii2 (τ)〉
〈I1〉〈I2〉
(4.42)




Where βTC = β has the same theoretical maximum of 1. Because equation 4.42
is now of the form of equation 4.37, which was applicable in the single-scattering
limit, it implies the data can be interpreted in the same way as in the single-
scattering limit. Unfortunately, while two colour methods work well [82], the
experimental work is technically demanding, and requires very careful alignment
of the two lasers [105].
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Figure 4.10 Scattering of light in a 3d dynamic light scattering setup. One laser
beam is split into two and focussed on the same point in the scattering
volume. The detectors are arranged such that scattered light from
beam i entering detector 1 has the same q vector as light from laser
ii entering detector 2. The white lines represent scattering below the
(grey) plane, while black lines are scattering above the plane.
4.3.3 3 dimensional dynamic light scattering
3d DLS is a similar cross-correlation technique to TC DLS described above but
only one laser is used. The laser beam is split such that the two beams are
incident outside of the usual scattering plane. The incident beams are focussed
on the same point in the sample, as illustrated in figure 4.10. The detectors are
set up such that scattered light with the same q vector are correlated.
The normalised time correlation function of the scattered intensity (ICF) can be
found as follows: the cross correlation function can again be split into four parts
but, in contrast to the TC DLS set up, all scattered light reaches the detector.
The uncorrelated terms each contribute a term to the background:
G3d12 =〈I1〉〈I2〉+ 〈I i1(0)I ii2 (τ)〉+
+ 〈I1〉〈I2〉+ 〈I1〉〈I2〉 (4.44)
=〈I i1(0)I ii2 (τ)〉+ 3〈I1〉〈I2〉. (4.45)
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〈I i1(0)I ii2 (τ)〉+ 3〈I1〉〈I2〉
〈I i1 + I ii1 〉〈I i2 + I ii2 〉
(4.46)
=
〈I i1(0)I ii2 (τ)〉+ 3〈I1〉〈I2〉
〈I i1I ii2 〉+ 〈I i1I i2〉+ 〈I ii1 I i2〉+ 〈I ii1 I i2〉
=


















Equation 4.47 implies that the maximum theoretical intercept of a 3d DLS
experiment is β3D = 0.25β = 0.25 [96, 116]. In practice it is a lot lower; it can be
difficult with highly concentrated samples to obtain data with an intercept large
enough to be significant. 3d DLS was used in experiments on concentrated hard
sphere colloidal systems, presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
Polydispersity effects in hard-sphere
colloids
The phase behaviour of monodisperse hard spheres has long been known.
While there has been a substantial amount of theory and simulations regarding
polydisperse hard spheres, as discussed in chapter 3, there is still a lack of
experimental data to verify these simulations and theories. Presented here is
a detailed observational study of polydisperse hard sphere phase behaviour,
followed by an investigation into possible fractionation of particles between
coexisting fluid and solid phases over time. A new phase at high volume
fractions, between coexisting fluid-solid and glassy behaviours, is identified and
the dynamics of this frustrated fluid phase are studied in the second part of the
chapter.
Two batches of particles (PMMA suspended in decalin, as detailed in chapter 4)
were used in these experiments: ASM295 had mean radius R295 = 108(5)nm and
polydispersity σ = 11(1)%, while the ASM320 had mean radius R320 = 124(4)nm
and σ = 12(1)%, both determined by TEM. The technique for extracting
particle size distributions from TEM images was described in chapter 4.2.2. The
distributions for both batches of particles are shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Distributions of ASM295 (left) and ASM320 (right) particles as
determined by transmission electron microscopy. R320 = 124(4) nm
and σ320 = 12(1)%, R295 = 108(5) nm σ295 = 11(1)%. The line
are the best-fit Weibull distributions to the data: R
fit
320 = 129 nm and
σfit320 = 10%; R
fit





ASM320 particles were used to determine the hard-sphere phase behaviour. A
single vial of particles were prepared from “Batch E”, a 30 ml vial of ASM320
particles in decalin, which had volume fraction of φ = 0.505, as determined by
centrifuging the particle suspension and measuring the height of the randomly
close packed sediment. To achieve an initial volume fraction above that of φmonom =
0.545, 1.19 ml of the parent suspension was pipetted into a 1.8 ml cylindrical
glass vial. This vial was placed into the centrifuge at 2500 rpm until the particles
formed a close-packed sediment. 0.19 ml (0.1647 g) of decalin was then removed,




particles were redispersed using a whirlmixer for 5 minutes, then placing the vial
on the rollerbank overnight.
When the particles were suitably re-dispersed, the vial was placed in an incubator
set at 298 K and left undisturbed for 5 days. At this point, observations were made
and recorded, then the particle suspension was diluted by the addition of two
drops of decalin. The particles were again re-dispersed using the whirlmixer and
rollerbank before replacing the vial in the incubator for observations. This process
was repeated until the entire phase space had been explored. The observation
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time for each “dilution” (where dilution 0 refers to the initial vial prepared at
φ = 0.601) was typically 5 days, with longer observation times for those dilutions
which crystallised. Intermediate observations were also made and recorded, as
described below. The final observation for each dilution with the designated phase
behaviour is illustrated in figure 5.2. The height of each phase was measured using
an upright vernier calliper and converted to percentage height of the particle
suspension.
5.1.2 Observed phase behaviour
Dilutions 0 and 1 exhibited glassy behaviour - the particles had an uneven
particle-air interface which showed no noticable movement (due to gravity) after 5
days. Furthermore, the interface remained stationary relative to the vial bottom
when the vial was inverted and air bubbles were observed in the bulk of the
suspension. These two dilutions required repeated whirlmixing to satisfactorily
redisperse the particles.
Dilutions 2 to 4 exhibited similar behaviour to one another: they appeared
initially glass-like, with no signs of bulk crystallisation after 5 days. Dilution 4 was
left for 6 days, after which time a few small crystallites were observed around the
meniscus. These crystallites were small and difficult to see, so it is not clear if they
were present at earlier times. Despite the lack of crystallisation and high volume
fractions, these dilutions were not designated as glasses because the particle-air
interface moved (albeit sluggishly) when the vial was angled. Dilution 5 also
appeared to have similar behaviour to 2, 3 and 4, with no crystallites observed
after 5 days. After 13 days, however, a few crystallites were observed at the very
top of the particle suspension. Similarly, crystallites were visible at the top of the
particle suspension of dilution 6 after 4 days. By 6 days a few more crystallites
were visible, but only at the top of the suspension. The lack of bulk crystallisation
and retarded movement of the particles when the vial was angled was common
between dilutions 2 to 6; the phase was described as a frustrated fluid and will
be investigated further in section 5.3.
Dilutions 7 to 10 showed coexisting fluid and solid (crystal) phases. Dilution 7
was the first in the dilution series to have any visible crystallites in the bulk
of the suspension; crystallites were visible after 2 days, and had started to
sediment out after 3 days. By 5 days, crystallites were visible at all heights
in the suspension. After 14 days there was not a sharp crystal-fluid interface but
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Figure 5.2 Illustration of a series of dilutions of ASM320 sample 24A; polydisperse,
hard-sphere PMMA particles. The numbers at the top of each vial
indicate the dilution number, and the volume fractions are corrected
such that dilution 7 has φ = 0.580. A description of the phase behaviour
for each dilution can be found in the text.
most of the crystallites were in the crystal phase. There was also a small region
at the bottom of the vial which appeared devoid of crystallites, possibly due to
compression from the crystal layer above.
Crystallites in the fluid-solid samples became visible faster with decreasing volume
fraction: in dilution 8, they were visible towards the top of the vial after 1 day
and at all heights after 2 days. By 8 days, the crystallites appeared to be
sedimenting (more were visible towards the bottom). By 10 days the layer was
almost measurable , but again a sharp interface between the fluid and solid phases
was not present. The height of the solid phase was recorded after 13 days,
although there were still a small number of crystallites visible in the bulk of
the suspension. Dilution 9 exhibited similar behaviour to 8, in that crystallites
were observed after 1 day in the top half of the suspension and at all heights
after 2 days. After 5 days the crystallites had visibly sedimented but there were
still many in the bulk. At the point when the heights were recorded for this
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dilution (12 days), the fluid-solid interface was uneven and there were still a few
crystallites visible in the fluid phase.
Visible crystallites were observed in the top half of the particle suspension in
dilution 10 after 1 day and at all heights after 2 days, although there were
markedly less crystallites than in previous dilutions. The heights were recorded
after 8 days for this dilution, since the majority of visible crystallites had
sedimented out by this point. Dilution 11 was the last to convincingly exhibit
fluid-solid phase behaviour. The first crystallites were visible after 2 days at the
top of the suspension and at all heights after 3 days, although again the number
of crystallites observed was small. After 12 days, when the heights were recorded,
there was a very small crystal phase with an uneven fluid-solid interface. There
were also a few smaller crystallites visible on the walls of the vial.
Dilutions 12 and 13 contained a few crystallites but these were mainly on the
walls and bottom edges of the vial. Figure 5.2 shows the appearance after 7 days
for these two dilutions; they were designated single-phase fluids.
5.1.3 Discussion
The difficulties of measuring volume fractions were discussed in sections 2.2.1 and
3.1.4. The method used for these experiments was to make an initial estimate of
the volume fraction by centrifuging the particle suspension and assuming the
random-close-packed sediment had volume fraction φrcp = 0.64. Subsequent
dilutions are then precice and accurate relative to the reference volume fraction.
In order to obtain a more accurate reference point, the dilution with the highest
percentage of crystal phase was chosen to have volume fraction φm. Referencing
Fasolo and Sollich’s hard-sphere polydisperse phase behaviour calculations (3.1,
page 23), the highest possible volume fraction of a single-phase polydisperse
crystal is φm = 0.58. This will of course introduce a further systematic error
to the final volume fractions. The resultant volume fractions for dilutions 0 to 13
are shown in table 5.1, along with the volume fraction initially calculated relative
to φ0 = 0.601.
The random errors in the volume fraction calculations originate from the
measured mass and density of the decalin added (hence the calculation of the total
volume of each dilution) and the measured height of the close-packed sediment.
These lead to an error of 0.896%, which translates to φ = φ± 0.005.
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Table 5.1 Experimental volume fraction, determined using φ1V1 = φ2V2. The
initial volume fraction was calculated using this equation relative to
the parent volume fraction, determined by the centrifugation/random-
close-packed method. The corrected volume fractions were calculated
by setting φ7 = 0.580, as discussed in the text. The random error on
each volume fraction is ±0.005.
Dilution number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
φexp 0.601 0.588 0.573 0.558 0.545 0.533 0.521
φcorr 0.679 0.664 0.647 0.631 0.616 0.603 0.589
Dilution number 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
φexp 0.512 0.502 0.491 0.482 0.474 0.468 0.458
φcorr 0.580 0.567 0.555 0.545 0.536 0.529 0.518
The height of the solid phase is plotted as a function of (corrected) volume fraction
in figure 5.3. Assuming the percentage of solid phase increases linearly across the
fluid-solid coexistence gap, a straight line was fitted to the percentage heights
corresponding to dilutions 7 to 12 in Excel. Using the inbuilt LINEST function,
the equation for the straight line is y = 2511φ−1366. The width of the coexistence
gap was then calculated as ∆φ = φy=100 − φy=0 = 0.584− 0.544 = 0.040(5).
Figure 5.3 Plot of percentage crystal height vs. (corrected) volume fraction for
dilutions 0 to 13, corresponding to figure 5.2. The line is a linear fit to
the heights of dilutions 7 to 10.
This result is smaller than the width of the coexistence gap in the monodisperse
case, ∆φmono = 0.545− 0.494 = 0.051. There have been few studies of fluid-solid
coexistence gaps in polydisperse systems; the system closest to ours is that studied
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by Fairhurst, who measured the coexistence gap in a system of PMMA particles
with 9.5% polydispersity [31]. When using solvents to match the refractive index
of the particles, the value of the coexistence gap was ∆φ = 0.041, consistent
with our results. However, the same particles in a cis-decalin (so more directly
comparable with our system) had a smaller coexistence gap of ∆φ = 0.03(1).
Taking another qualitative look at figure 3.1 on page 23, the width of the
coexistence region should not narrow considerably. At values up to σ ≈ 6%, the
gradients of the fluid and solid boundaries have similar steepness; the coexistence
region shifts to higher φ but remains approximately the same width. Above
6%, the polydispersity of the fluid boundary increases at a constant rate with
increasing volume fraction, then rapidly increases for σ & 10%. At these high
polydispersities, the single phase solid is no longer an equilibrium phase; the
boundary for coexisting fluid-solid-solid approaches from the right. Part of the
FSS phase should be accessible in experiments, since it exists at volume fractions
lower than that of the colloidal, hard-sphere glass transition, φg = 0.58. The
outcome of this combination of features is that the FS coexistence region should
narrow for polydispersities & 10% but any experimental coexistence region could
also include FSS behaviour.
Fairhurst’s PMMA, 9.5% polydisperse particles in cis-decalin underwent a FS
transition over a narrower range of volume fractions than the monodisperse case,
as expected [31]. The particles investigated in this section (σ = 12%) had a
larger coexistence gap than Fairhurst’s particles, even though Fasolo and Sollich’s
work suggests the fluid-solid region should in fact have narrowed significantly
at polydispersities > 10%. Therefore, the apparently increased coexistence
gap is consistent with the observation of both FS and FSS phases within the
“coexistence region”.
Fasolo and Sollich made detailed calculations for the volume fractions of
coexisting phases for particles with parent polydispersities of 4 and 8%, as shown
in figure 5.4. For the “effectively monodisperse”, 4% polydispersity particles,
the volume fractions of coexisting fluid and solid phases remain constant across
the coexistence gap. When σ = 8%, the volume fraction of the fluid increases
more rapidly with increasing parent volume fraction than the coexisting solid:
when φParent = 0.56, φF = 0.544 (blue dashed line in figure 5.4) and φS = 0.579
(red dashed line). However, when φParent = 0.57, the volume fraction of the fluid,
φF = 0.552 and φS = 0.584
1. The important point to note here is, while the width
1This should not be confused with the width of the coexistence region, which remains
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Figure 5.4 Volume fractions of coexisting phases plotted against parent volume
fraction for particles with 8% polydispersity (main figure) and 4%
polydispersity (inset). Dashed lines have been drawn on to denote
the equilibrium volume fraction of one particular coexisting solid (red)
and fluid (blue) with parent volume fraction of 0.56; also marked is the
width of the coexistence gap, ∆φ. Taken from [33].
of the FS coexistence gap narrows slightly, the volume fraction of the coexisting
solid could have φ greater than φg = 0.58, so if the colloidal glass transition
intervenes , crystallisation may not be possible at all volume fractions across the
coexistence region. This would account for the experimental observation that no
vial with 100% solid phase was observed.
In the same publication, Fasolo and Sollich also plotted average particle radius R,
normalised to the average radius of the parent size distribution, again for σ = 8%.
This has been reproduced in figure 5.5. This figure tells us that any coexisting
solid in the FS region should contain particles with larger than average radius
than those in both the parent and the coexisting fluid. This difference is less
than 4% for this example, but is expected to be at least 6% between fractionated
solids in the FSS region. Therefore, if significant size fractionation is observed in
the experimental system, it can be taken as evidence for the observation of FSS
behaviour.
Sollich and Wilding’s 2011 follow-up to reference [33] considered multiple solid
transitions in more detail [109]. Their work echoed the findings of [33] - the width
of the coexistence region does not narrow severely with increasing polydispersity
and size fractionation between coexisting fluid and solid should be observed at
constant: ∆φ = 0.572− 0.526 = 0.046.
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Figure 5.5 Average radius R of coexisting phases, normalised to the average radius
of the parent particles, plotted against parent volume fraction. The
parent particles have 8% polydispersity. Dashed lines have been drawn
on to denote the average radius of coexisting fluid (blue) and solid (red)
phases for a parent volume fraction of 0.56. Taken from [33].
equilibrium.
Furthermore, Sollich and Wilding claim that their work shows conclusive evidence
that dense polydisperse spheres demix into coexisting, face-centre-cubic, solid
phases. However, they suggest that since multiple solids are unlikely to be
observed alone in experimental systems (due to the large scale rearrangements
required), it may be necessary to focus on coexisting fluid plus solid phases, where
the fluid phase can serve to transport particles to their preferred solid phase.
Thus, to develop a more convincing interpretation of my experimental results as
observation of experimental fluid-solid-solid behaviour, we should consider the
possibility of fractionation between coexisting fluid and solid phases.
5.2 Fractionation
In general, polydisperse suspensions fractionate upon phase separation. That is,
different phases contain particles with different distributions of properties. Size-
disperse hard-sphere particles are expected to fractionate such that the solid phase
has larger, more monodisperse particles than the coexisting fluid [34]. Previous
investigations using light scattering techniques did not reveal any significant
fractionation [31] after a period of 21 days, but it is possible that small changes
in distribution shape would not have been detected using light scattering, or that
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fractionation occurs over a timescale longer than that of the previous experiments.
One way to investigate these possibilities is to set up a time series of samples and
use transmission electron microscopy to measure the size distributions of particles
in the coexisting phases at each time point.
5.2.1 Experimental details and results
ASM295 particles were used in these experiments. These particles were chosen
due to their similar distribution to ASM320 particles (figure 5.1). The phase
behaviour of these particles was determined using the method described in the
previous section and two vials were prepared for each volume fraction such that
if the particles from one vial were extracted for electron microscopy, there would
be another with identical properties available for long-time observations.
To study the size fractionation of particles between coexisting fluid and solid
phases, a sample with a significant layer of particles after a few days was chosen.
Six more vials with the same volume fraction as this sample (φcorr = 0.559, similar
to Dilution 9 of figure 5.2) were then prepared to create a time series.
The particles started to crystallise within a few days and had a solid layer with a
clear, measurable (but not sharp) interface after ≈ 5 days. A series of six samples,
from 5 to 28 days were prepared. Also included in the analysis was the sample
from the volume fraction series used to determine the phase behaviour of these
ASM295 particles, which had by this point been left undisturbed for 120 days.
The 120 day sample is obviously not at the exact same volume fraction as the
rest in this time series, but the volume fraction of particles in each vial in the
time series was prepared such that it was equivalent to this ‘original’ sample. The
vials were set up and each was homogenised at the appropriate time, such that all
could be observed and extracted on the same final day2. Observations of crystal
height and appearance are illustrated in figure 5.6.
Crystallites were visible in the bulk of the suspension after 1 day. The number
of crystallites had visibly increased after 2 days, and had started to sediment out
after 3 days. After 5 days, there was a measurable layer of sedimented crystallites
at the bottom of the vial, but there were still crystallites visible at all heights
in the fluid phase. Those at the top of the sample appeared smaller than those
2This method was used rather than taking observations every 5 days so that sample-to-
sample differences (for example the size of crystallites) could be directly compared.
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Figure 5.6 Illustration of a time series of ASM295 - polydisperse, hard-sphere
PMMA particles. The volume fraction of this sample is 0.559(5). The
percentage vial height of the solid phase is included in the figure; the
small points signify crystallites in the bulk or on the wall of the vial,
as described in the text. After 120 days, a second crystal phase is
observed, with visibly more heterogeneous crystallites than those in the
bottom solid phase.
which had sedimented. The next time-point was 10 days: in this sample the
crystal layer was much more defined although the interface was very uneven and
there was a region on one side of the vial which was visibly higher than the rest
of the crystal layer. There were still crystallites in the fluid phase, but far fewer
than in the 5 day sample; it was difficult to ascertain if there were any crystallites
near the meniscus.
By 14 days, almost all of the visible crystallites had sedimented out of the fluid
and were contained in a single solid phase. The fluid-solid interface was visibly
uneven and there were still a few crystallites visible in the fluid phase. The
appearance of the 19 day sample was very similar to that of day 14, but the
interface was less uneven and there were very few crystallites visible in the fluid
phase.
At day 23, the solid layer was very clear but still uneven and there was no visible
sedimentation of the fluid around the meniscus. Between 23 and 28 days, smaller
(more difficult to observe) crystallites started to appear. It was not clear whether
these were on the wall or in the bulk of the sample and the crystallites were
distributed irregularly, as illustrated in figure 5.6. After 120 days, two visibly
different solid layers are present within the sample. The bottom layer was similar
in appearance to the solid layers at earlier times; large crystallites of visibly
similar sizes, separated from the phase above by a rough interface. The second
solid phase had much more heterogeneous crystals and appeared ‘shiny’. This
again had a clear but rough interface separating it from the fluid phase above.
All three of the regions in this sample were extracted for size distribution analysis.
Dilute suspensions of each phase were prepared for TEM in the following way: A
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clamp stand was set up such that the vial could be illuminated from the bottom,
using a swan-necked lamp. A small amount of the fluid phase was extracted using
a Pasteur pipette and 3 drops of this particle suspension was then transferred to
a vial containing 30 ml decalin; the remaining particles were discarded. The same
pipette was used to extract the remainder of the fluid phase and those particles
around the FS interface. A new pipette was then inserted into the bulk of the
solid phase and a dilute suspension of the solid phase was prepared. While this
technique destroys the sample, it ensures that only the desired phase is extracted
and reduces any effects which may arise from disturbing the fluid-solid interface.
All three regions of the 120 day sample were extracted in this way.
TEM grids were prepared from the diluted phases and were imaged on the same
day. The resultant histograms of particle sizes is shown in figure 5.7; the average
size and polydispersity of each phase is summarised in table 5.2
Table 5.2 Average core radius (R) and polydispersity (σ), as determined from
TEM measurements, for samples with volume fraction φ = 0.559(5)
at different times. The parent particles had RTEM = 108(5) nm and
σTEM = 11(1)%.
Time [days] Phase R [nm] σ [%]
5 F 106(4) 13
S 106(3) 12
10 F 107(4) 13
S 106(3) 13
14 F 108(4) 14
S 106(4) 14
19 F 107(5) 13
S 106(4) 12
23 F 106(4) 14
S 109(4) 12
28 F 108(4) 13
S 107(4) 13
120 F 103(4) 15
S 106(3) 14
S 107(4) 13
5.2.2 Discussion and conclusions
The first thing to note is all of the results in table 5.2 have polydispersities greater
than the parent polydispersity of 11%. This distribution was obtained from 442
particles, giving a standard error in the mean of 4.7%. While this is reasonable, it















































































































distribution in this case3. To make any quantitative comparisons between the
different time points, day 5 will be used as a reference, since the average radius
and polydispersity of each phase were the same within error.
Within the first 28 days, no statistically significant evidence for size fractionation
between coexisting fluid and solid phases was observed. However, there is a
systematic decrease of particle size with increasing height in the sample for the
120 day sample: the difference in average radii was 4nm. This is only just outwith
the errors of the measurement, but visual observations of different types of crystal
nucleation suggest that something is happening.
One possibility is that equilibrium has not yet been reached - crystallisation is
certainly not complete within the first 28 days: a graph of the percentage crystal
height against time is shown in figure 5.8, with an inset showing the first 28 days
only, where the lines are guides to the eye of the slope. The data from the first
28 days suggests fast and slow crystallisation processes are taking place: crystal
height increases at a faster rate during the first 12 days than between 12−28 days.
The dashed line in the main graph is an extrapolation of the 12− 28 day slope,
coinciding with the percentage height of the upper crystal phase at 120 days.
Using a coarse-grained approach to the results, this suggests the crystals in the
upper phase have a nucleation rate similar to those nucleated in the bulk after the
first 12 days. Unfortunately we do not have data points for the time between 28
and 120 days, which would be necessary to come to a stronger conclusion. We can
however be sure that the system is not yet at equilibrium; the uneven interface
between the coexisting fluid and solid phases could be serving as an intermediate
phase, exchanging particles between the fluid and solid, as suggested by Sollich
and Wilding [109]. One would then expect the observed result of a systematic
decrease in particle size with increasing height in the sample.
Another possibility is that the fluid-solid interface is serving as a nucleation
point for new crystals. This is supported by the large, heterogeneous crystallites
observed in the 120 day sample and other samples (not shown) which initially
exhibited fluid-solid coexistence. The question remains whether this is the fluid-
solid phase reaching equilibrium, or if the crystallisation seen at times greater
than 28 days is the formation of a second, coexisting solid phase.
While the degree of fractionation is not large, the 120 day sample showed
3Two more attempts were made to obtain the parent size distribution, but unfortunately
neither attempt yielded any useful images.
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Figure 5.8 Plot of the crystal height versus time for the samples in figure 5.6. The
inset shows the first 28 days only, with lines added as guides to the eye
of the slope. The dashed line in the main figure is an extrapolation of
the 12− 28 day slope in the inset.
the systematic change in particle radii between coexisting phases as predicted
by Wilding and Sollich. It is likely the 120 day sample has not yet reached
equilibrium (and is unlikely to), so the particle transport between phases is
incomplete. This, coupled with the coexistence gap discussions of the previous
section suggest that the observed phase behaviour with increasing volume fraction
of phase behaviour observed for polydispersities ≈ 12% is F→ F+S → F+S+S
→ frustrated fluid → glass.
The possibility of fractionation and multiple coexisting solids could be more
convincingly concluded in future experiments by utilising scattering techniques
to measure changes in the lattice parameters of the crystal over time. A wider
distribution of larger particles would enable statistically significant resolution
of any size fractionation between coexisting phases, although the use of larger
particles will require careful consideration of the effects of gravitational settling
on the results.
5.3 Dynamics and arrest
5.3.1 Introduction
In the discussion of phase behaviour in section 5.1, a plot of volume fraction
of coexisting phases against parent volume fraction was presented (figure 5.4).
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For the example of 8% polydispersity, there would exist samples within the FS
coexistence region with experimentally accessible parent volume fractions that
would separate into a fluid coexisting with a solid, where the solid volume fraction
φS > 0.58. In other words, the solid will have volume fractions in the region where
we would expect the colloidal glass to be evident.
The conclusion of the previous two sections of this chapter were that the observed
coexistence region probably contains both FS and FSS behaviour. While Fasolo
and Sollich did not make detailed calculations for the polydispersity of these
particles (≈ 12%), if the trend continues with increasing polydispersity we should
expect to see an interruption of the coexistence region when a coexisting solid
phase has volume fraction above φ = 0.58.
Indeed, we observed a new, non-crystalline phase between the coexistence region
and the glass phase, samples 3− 6 of figure 5.2, where one would expect to find
a single, fully crystalline phase in a monodisperse system. This phase, which we
labelled as a frustrated fluid (fF), did not exhibit signs of bulk crystallisation but
also did not appear to be an arrested, glass phase. The glasses and frustrated
fluids were initially categorised by a crude rheology experiment: if the suspension
flowed when the vial was tipped, it was labelled a fF, while if the particle-air
interface remained stationary with respect to the vial, it was labelled a glass.
This hint at the different dynamics in the frustrated fluid phase was investigated
further using dynamic light scattering (DLS). Due to the turbid, concentrated
nature of these suspensions, multiple scattering will be dominant in scattering
experiments, rendering traditional light scattering ineffective. Instead, the cross-
correlation technique of 3d DLS, introduced in chapter 4.3, was used. The
remainder of this chapter discusses the techniques and results of the 3d DLS
experiments and compares them with simulations on an equivalent system.
5.3.2 Experimental details
Experiments were performed in collaboration with Prof. S. Egelhaaf and Dr. M.
Laurati at Heinrich-Heine Universität, Düsseldorf; a photograph of the setup is
shown in figure 5.9.
Suspensions of ASM320 particles in decalin spanning the range of phase behaviour
were initially prepared. They were were shipped to Düsseldorf in sealed 1.8 ml
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Figure 5.9 Photograph of the 3d DLS setup used. The features marked on the
photograph are: a) 628nm laser, directed off to the left of the image,
back through a beam splitter and into the sample chamber, b); b) is
free to rotate, to allow measurement of different ‘speckles’ and c) is
a CCD camera on a goniometer, which can be rotated to adjust the
scattering angle.
vials, then transferred to clean, narrow glass vials suitable for 3d DLS. The vials
were then centrifuged briefly (no longer than 3 minutes at 1000 rpm) so any dust
or air bubbles present in the particle suspension were displaced from the scattering
region. The supply of parent particles was at this point severely depleted, so
further samples were prepared in and around the frustrated fluid region by mixing
or diluting existing samples and observing the phase behaviour over a few days4.
As a result, the exact volume fractions of each sample were not easily calculated;
the results will be presented using the approximate position of each sample on
the φ axis relative to the others and the boundaries of the coexistence region.
The vial was placed in the sample chamber, figure 5.9(b), and the incident laser
intensity was adjusted such that the maximum average intensity was < 1500kHz
to avoid damaging the detector.
The static properties were measured first: the average intensity over 60 seconds
was measured for scattering angles between 15 and 135◦. The point at which
the intensity was maximal was used as the scattering angle for the dynamic light
4Although crystallisation is slow, those which do crystallise have observable crystallites in
the bulk after 1 or 2 days, so a few days is long enough to decide whether a sample belongs in
the coexistence region or the frustrated fluid.
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scattering. For the dynamics, the software was programmed to rotate the sample
by 10◦ between each measurement. The number of measurements required to
enable proper averaging, and the duration of each measurement is discussed in
the next section.
Experimental issues
The time required for each measurement in 3d DLS experiments, to obtain
statistically significant results, is 100× the timescale of the decay (to zero) of the
normalised, scattered intensity correlation function (ICF), g(2)(q, τ) − 1. Each
ICF is itself an average of a series of independent scattering events reaching
the detector. The statistics of random, independent events can be described by
Poisson statistics and have an error of 1/
√
N , where N is the number of events.
Here, N is the number of decays, so in an experiment of time t, N = t/τ , where
τ is the characteristic decay time of the ICF. So, in order to obtain acceptable
statistics (errors no more than 10%) the experiment should run for at least 100τ .
For good statistics, errors of at most 1%, we should aim for t = 10000τ .
Additionally, the number of speckles (individual ICFs) required to obtain an
accurate picture of the entire system depends on the ergodicity of the system. For
fluid-like samples, the system is ergodic and each particle will have, on average,
the same dynamics so the normalised ICFs will be identical. In a non-ergodic
sample, the dynamics of one particular region will have different behaviour to one
elsewhere, or to itself at a later time. This means the dynamics of each speckle
will be different, and many speckles need to be measured and averaged to obtain
a reliable picture of the whole system.
Furthermore, due to the high volume fractions of the particle suspensions under
investigation, there were often aberrations in the dynamics. In particular, some
ICF plots had an intercept greater than the theoretical maximum (β3dDLS =
0.25, discussed in section 4.3.3 on page 72), or so low as to be essentially zero.
These measurements, examples of which are shown in figure 5.14a, were discarded.
Another peculiarity is that some measurements appeared to have an intensity that
increased from the intercept value as time increased, for example in figure 5.14b
(page 100). These measurements also had to be discarded. Finally, a quirk of the
software meant some measurements appeared reflected in the x-axis (figure 5.14c).
These measurements were simply reflected back using a script in Origin. Figure
5.14c also shows oscillations that were present in a few sets of measurements;
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they were later discovered to be due to the air conditioning unit in the room.
These issues taken together, meant that the time needed to to perform a sufficient
number of measurements for each sample was of the order of days5. Since we were
interested in the ensemble average of the system, we needed to measure many
speckles, which limited the time allowed for each measurement to 1.5 hours. This
means that those samples with average decays longer than τ = 100s will have
statistical errors greater than 13%.
5.3.3 Analysis and results
After all datasets, i, were measured and checked, they were processed using scripts
in Origin: the bad datasets were removed and the ensemble average was performed
using the ‘brute force’ method (equation 4.38, page 70). The results for a series
of samples, with volume fractions spanning fluid to glass behaviours, is shown in
figure 5.10.
The dynamics of aged samples were also investigated. All vials were well sealed
using teflon tape, parafilm and glue, before placing them in a refrigerator for 3
months to minimise evaporation. After this time, the vials were allowed to come
to room temperature before the dynamics measurements were repeated. These
aged samples are presented as dashed lines in figure 5.11.
The fluid and those which eventually show coexisting fluid-solid behaviour (on a
timescale longer than the measurements) are, in order of volume fraction: the red,
blue, grey and purple datasets in figure 5.10. Their dynamic behaviour appears
uncontroversially fluid-like: the ICF exhibits a single decay to zero at delay times
< 100s, with the decay time increasing with increasing volume fraction.
The samples represented by the blue and purple datasets were also remeasured
after 3 months; the data is represented by the dashed lines in figure 5.11. The
ageing behaviour is also as expected - the dynamics are slower at longer times.
The frustrated fluid samples, however, are strange in several ways:
 Bumps in the decay
The “bumps”, that is plateaus followed by decays in the ICF, suggest there
5All of the analysis and sample preparation was performed by myself. However, my time in
Düsseldorf was limited, and the experiments long, so some samples were prepared and left with
M. Laurati, who performed those measurements.
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Figure 5.10 3d DLS data for a series of samples of ASM320 particles which shows
expected ergodic decays in the fluid and FS samples (red, blue, grey,
purple). The ‘bumpy’ plateaus followed by possible decays to zero
signify dynamic heterogeneities in the frustrated fluid samples (yellow,
pink, black, green and yellow-green).
are competing arrested (plateaus) and mobile (decays) behaviours within
the particle suspension. These were evident in all samples with volume
fractions above that of the high-φ end of the coexistence region.
The experimental data for one of these bumpy decays was separated into
‘fast’ or ‘slow’ behaviours. The category in which each of the 26 datasets (or
equivalently, each speckle) belonged was decided arbitrarily by the steepness
of the first decay (fast, slow or undecided). The results are plotted in figure
5.12.
Even with such a coarse-grained approach, the results are striking: each
speckle appears to be either arrested (blue) or mobile (red) with some
speckles with intermediate (purple) dynamics. The average of all behaviours
is dominated by the slow dynamics.
 Are the frustrated fluids ergodic?
There is some ambiguity whether the final decay of the ICF for the
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Figure 5.11 The original data from figure 5.10 (points), with the same samples
remeasured after 3 months (dashed lines). The pink and yellow-green
fF samples show anomalous ageing, while the other datasets all display
expected slowing down of dynamics.
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Figure 5.12 Separation of datasets (speckles) into averaged fast (red), slow (blue)
and intermediate (purple) behaviours for one of the samples of figure
5.10 within the frustrated fluid region. Each individual ICF was
separated by the slope of the initial decay and the average ICF for
each category was calculated using equation 4.38.
frustrated fluid (fF) samples is real, hence ambiguity in the ergodicty of
these samples. The sharp decays around 1000 s can probably be attributed
to the limit of good statistics due to the timescale of the run: as discussed




τ/t, so for a 1.5 hour
experiment the error is approximately 43% (if τ = 1000s). The yellow
sample was measured for a longer time, and appears to slowly decay towards
zero, suggesting the frustrated fluids will eventually decay to zero and are
thus ergodic.
 Anomalous ageing
We expect the dynamics of a system of particles to slow as the system
ages. The ageing data is presented in figure 5.11: the pink and yellow-green
fF samples show anomalous speeding up of the dynamics, while the other
datasets all display expected slowing down of dynamics.
The ageing data is repeatedly inconsistent: of the six averaged ICFs with
the highest volume fractions, three exhibited expected slowing down of
dynamics (purple, black and blue), one did not show any significant ageing
(green) and the remaining two appeared to have faster aged dynamics
than their original, corresponding ICF (yellow-green, and pink). Earlier
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measurements using same particles (but not all the same samples) were
made at a scattering angle of 90◦, the peak of the structure factor for the
most dilute sample. The results contained five averaged ICFs in the fF
region: two of these aged in the expected way, the other three exhibited
the anomalous slowing dynamics. This is strong evidence for dynamic
heterogeneities within the particle suspension.
5.3.4 Discussion
To better understand the dynamics and ageing in the frustrated fluid samples,
Molecular Dynamics simulations of hard spheres with different size distributions,
including the exact particle size distribution of ASM320 particles (figure 5.1), were
performed by Dr. E. Zaccerelli during her time visiting Edinburgh University.
For details of the simulation see ref. [123]. The simulation was set up in close
collaboration to ensure the output was directly comparable with the experimental
ICFs.
Although data equivalent to the experimental ICFs were produced, it is more
illustrative to consider the mean square displacement of each system and from
this extract the average self-diffusion coefficient, D, as a measure of the particle
dynamics. Furthermore, the distribution was split such that the tails of the
distribution, the largest and smallest 10% of particles, were considered separately.
The results for the self diffusion constants as a function of volume fraction are
displayed in figure 5.13.
Figure 5.13 shows that, as the volume fraction of the system increases, the large
particles (triangles) become arrested (glassy) at the expected value of φ = 0.58.
On the other hand, the small particles (crosses) remain mobile to much higher
volume fractions. The result is the dynamics of the whole system (diamonds)
are a whole order of magnitude faster than the large, arrested particles: the
movement of the small particles fluidizes the system. This is also in agreement
with discussions of the previous section: one of the coexisting phases will have a
volume fraction higher than that of the parent and if the volume fraction of that
phase is above that of the hard sphere glass transition, slow or arrested behaviour
would be observed.
Other distributions were considered; a Gaussian with the same polydispersity
as the experimental psd exhibited largely the same behaviour, while a top-hat
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Figure 5.13 Simulations of the diffusion coefficient, D versus volume fraction for
particles with the same distribution as the experimental ASM320
particle distribution, showing the large and small particles have
dynamics which differ by almost two orders of magnitude. Taken
from [123].
distribution did not. Distributions with lower polydispersities also do not show
the differing fast and slow dynamics, since the largest and smallest particles do not
have such extreme size differences as those in the tails of the 12% distributions.
These simulation results suggests that the tails, and hence the shape of the
distribution in general, are particularly important in determining the dynamics
of polydisperse systems.
The simulations confirm that the strange behaviour observed in the experimental
system is in fact due to the polydispersity of the system, rather than some
experimental error. The anomalous ageing behaviour still remains unexplained
but is an interesting concept; it would be useful to be able to pinpoint the
conditions required to consistently achieve speeding up of dynamics in these dense
particle systems over time. Tentative analysis of experimental data by splitting
the correlation functions of the aged systems (dashed lines in figure 5.12) suggest
that the fastest particles speed up over time.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter we have investigated phase behaviour, fractionation and dynamics
of polydisperse, hard spheres. Two batches of particles were used, which
had polydispersities of 11 and 12%, as determined by transmission electron
microscopy. The phase behaviour of these particles was the same in both cases:
with increasing volume fraction, fluid→ fluid-solid coexistence→ frustrated fluid
→ glass. Comparing the width of the coexistence region to calculations [33], and
previous experiments [31], led to the argument that the coexisting fluid-solid
region could also contain a fluid-solid-solid phase.
Fractionation of particle sizes between phases is necessary for equilibrium multiple
solid behaviour [109], but coexisting fluid and solid phases should also show
a difference in average size, with the solid phase containing on average larger
particles than the parent and fluid phase [33]. Analysis of transmission electron
microscopy images of particles taken from each phase showed no significant
fractionation between coexisting fluid and solid phases up to 28 days after
peparation.
A fluid-solid sample left for 120 days showed a visual difference in the types
of crystallisation of the bottom and top of the solid phase: the crystallites in
the lower part of the vial were homogeneously nucleated and appeared similar
to those seen at the start of the crystallisation process. The top of the crystal
phase appeared to have crystallised by heterogeneous nucleation. There was a
clear visual difference in the two types of solid, but there was no sharp interface
between the solid phases or the solid and fluid. Electron microscopy analysis of
the particles in the three regions of this sample showed a systematic decrease of
particle size with vial height. It is unclear whether the top solid phase is a second
coexisting solid, or simply the solid phase finally reaching equilibrium, but these
observations and measurements coupled with the coexistence gap discussions
suggest that fluid+solid+solid behaviour is being observed.
The non-crystallising part of the phase diagram at high volume fractions was
more difficult to explain. Dynamic light scattering was used to consider the
dynamics of the phase, but cross correlation setup of 3d DLS was necessary
due to the turbidity and high concentrations (hence large degree of multiple
scattering) of these samples. Analysis of the 3d DLS data showed the samples
designated as fF are strange. They exhibit dynamics with both ergodic and non-
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ergodic characteristics, due to a combination of fast and slow dynamics within
the particle suspensions.
By comparison with simulations using the same experimental distribution, it
appears that the small particles remain mobile at high volume fractions, while the
large particles are effectively arrested [123]. Interestingly, simulations performed
using a top-hat distribution with the same polydispersity did not exhibit the
same behaviour. Since top-hat distributions are used in polydisperse simulations
in high-profile research [13], full consequences and expected manifestation of
behaviour in experimental systems need to be investigated.
The origin of the anomalous ageing behaviour was not fully determined, although
initial analysis of the experimental data (separating individual correlation
functions into fast and slow types) suggests that the fastest particles become more
mobile. Further experimental work and simulations using the protocols developed
in this chapter could be extended to elucidate this feature. It is possible that the
movements of the small particle facilitate cage-breaking of the larger, arrested
particles.
Although, and possibly because, the frustrated fluid is only a small region of the
phase space, it has been, until now, not been identified. Due to the popularity of
using polydisperse particles to study dynamics of colloidal systems close to the
glass transition, it is important to understand more fully the behaviour discovered
in this thesis.
Polydispersity clearly has non-trivial effects on the phase behaviour, dynamics
and arrest of hard-sphere colloidal systems; in the next chapter, the phase space
is extended perpendicularly by adding a short-ranged attraction.
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(a) Intercept too high or low. (b) (g(2) − 1) increases from intercept
value.
(c) Data is inverted and oscillations are present at short times
Figure 5.14 Issues encountered when performing 3d DLS: (a), the intercept is
above the theoretical maximum value, β3DDLS = 0.25, or too close
to zero to be significant; (b), some quirk of the software means
occasionally the ICF appears to increase from the intercept; (c) shows
inverted data (starts from a negative value) which can simply be
reflected in the x-axis, and shows the oscillations at short times that





The phase behaviour of colloidal systems become increasingly complex when
attraction is added to the system. In the monodisperse limit, when the attraction
is short-ranged, increasing attraction broadens the range of equilibrium fluid-solid
coexistence. In addition, non-equilibrium features such as a metastable gas-liquid
binodal, a gel and an attractive glass are observed. A previous experimental
study on a polydisperse system with small polymer revealed the region of fluid-
solid coexistence did not spread out [31]. In this section a complete picture of the
equilibrium and non-equilibrium features of polydisperse colloidal particles with
short-range attraction is presented and discussed.
6.1 Phase boundaries
The hard sphere phase behaviour of an experimental system of Polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) particles in decalin was presented in chapter 5. The
sequence of phases encountered with increasing volume fraction is fluid, fluid-
solid coexistence, frustrated fluid and finally a hard sphere colloidal glass at the
highest volume fractions. As discussed in the previous chapter, the coexistence
region may contain both fluid-solid and fluid-solid-solid behaviours, and the novel
behaviour observed in the frustrated fluid region is due to the largest particles in
the distribution becoming arrested while the smallest particles are still mobile.
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This leads to an overall fluid-like phase with dynamical heterogeneities and
anomalous ageing behaviour.
Because the hard-sphere phase behaviour is affected by polydispersity, we could
expect that the phase behaviour of an experimental hard-sphere system to be
more complex. While theoretical phase behaviour has been predicted [35],
experimental determination of the phase behaviour of a short-range attractive,
hard-sphere colloidal system has, until now, not been fully explored.
6.1.1 Experimental Setup
The particles used here are the same as those used in chapter 5.3 for the
dynamics experiments: PMMA particles with mean core (TEM) radius of
124 ± 4 nm and polydispersity of 12%, suspended in a mixture of cis- and
trans- decahydronaphthalene (decalin). A short-range attraction was added to
the system by the addition of a polymer depletant. The size ratio of the polymer
radius of gyration to average colloidal radius, ξ = rg/R dictates the regime of
phase behaviour (see chapter 2.3.1 for further discussion). The depletant chosen
for this system had a size ratio well within the regime of short-range attraction,
ξ < 0.2.
The polymer used was polystyrene, which had molecular weight of 114, 200
Daltons and an unknown polydispersity. Using the Flory calculations (page 50),
the radius of gyration at 298 K is 10 nm and ξ = 10
124
= 0.08(1)1.
Samples were prepared with a range of volume fractions, φ and polymer
concentrations, cp. A parent batch of particles was prepared, where the volume
fraction was calculated by centrifuging the parent vial and measuring the
fractional height of the random-close-packed sediment, φ ≈ 0.64f . The majority
of the samples were prepared from the same parent batch as those used in the
hard-sphere phase behaviour experiments of chapter 5; the volume fractions were
scaled using the same factor as those in table 5.1, such that the hard-sphere vial
with the highest proportion of crystal phase had volume fraction of 0.58.
1ml samples of the parent colloid suspension were pipetted into 1.8ml cylindrical
1This was calculated using the TEM value of the average radius, although in situ, the
particles will swell. However, swelling of the colloids means ξ will decrease and since the
attraction should already be short-ranged, a small decrease in size ratio should not have any
qualitative effect on the observed phase behaviour.
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cuvettes then decalin was either added dropwise, or removed by centrifugation
then extracting a measured mass of solvent. The volume fraction of each sample,
relative to the parent volume fraction, is calculated using the lever rule, φ1V1 =
φ2V2.
A known mass of solid polymer was then added to the prepared colloidal
suspensions. The concentration was calculated simply by cp = mpolymer/V where
V is the total volume of colloids plus solvent in the vial. The vials were left to
mix on a rollerbank mixer overnight. The most concentrated samples, or those
that had been in the centrifuge were also mixed vigorously on a whirlmixer to
effectively re-disperse the particles before placing on the rollerbank. The vials
were checked visually after mixing to ensure no large masses of polymer were still
present.
When all samples in the series were well-mixed, the vials were placed in an
incubator set to 25◦C for up to two weeks. This was sufficient time for any
suspensions to start crystallising and hence categorise. Subsequent samples for
each data point were prepared by adding two drops of decalin and re-dispersing
the suspension. This increases the volume and hence decreases the colloid volume
fraction and the polymer concentration, producing the “dilution lines” shown
in figure 6.1. To prepare a series of suspensions with increasing particle and
polymer concentrations, the suspension is centrifuged, then a pasteur pipette
is used to extract a small amount of decalin. Two drops are then discarded
and the remaining decalin in the pipette is added back to the sample. The latter
technique is best used for hard-sphere mixtures only, due to the uncertainty of the
concentration of polymer in the solvent and spun-down particles of centrifuged,
colloid-polymer mixtures.
The dropwise dilution method is the most efficient way to sample a large area of
the phase diagram quickly2. The mass of the vials were measured, so although two
drops did not always have the same mass, the relative volume fractions could be
easily calculated. Preparing a dilution series is more efficient than a concentration
series, due to the long centrifugation times needed to obtain a sediment of these
small, polydisperse particles. Diluting the samples does of course destroy the
original, so long-time observations cannot be made, but it means the relative
positions of phase boundaries should be accurate: the points in phase space of
2Note that preparing large numbers of small vials can lead to incidents of frustration if one
(or more, domino style) is accidentally knocked over. I strongly recommend using a vial holder
to keep the vials upright.
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each sample on a dilution line, relative to each other, can be calculated with both
accuracy and precision.
6.1.2 Observations and Results
A large number of samples were prepared and recorded, but only the minimal set
required to delineate all of the observed states in the phase diagram have been
plotted in figure 6.1. The lines are all guides to the eye of the phase boundaries,
with the exception of the red dotted line, which is a schematic of the attractive
glass line.
Figure 6.1 Observed phase diagram, with legend given in the inset, where G, L and
S stand for gas, liquid and solid (crystal) phases. Three kinds of fluid-
solid coexistence samples are distinguished, in terms of their fraction of
solid phase: S < 20%, S > 80% and 20% < S < 80%. Lines are guides
to the eye of where various phase boundaries lie as deduced from the
data points; the exception is the dotted line, which is a schematic of
the attractive glass line.
Firstly, on the no-polymer, horizontal axis, we observed the hard-sphere phase
behaviour documented in chapter 5: as the volume fraction of the particles was
increased, the suspensions transition from a single phase fluid () at volume
fractions below φ ≈ 0.55 to a fluid coexisting with a solid (FS) denoted by
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squares in figure 6.1. Small solid crystallites nucleated in the bulk of the sample
and settled to the bottom of the vial. The percentage of crystals in the vial was
measured after two weeks, using a vernier rule. Each percentage is indicated
by the different square symbols: ,  and , where the different fillings denote
increasing percentage of crystals: below 20%, between 20 and 80% and above 80%
respectively. The conclusions of chapter 5 indicate that crystal phase is unlikely
to have reached equilibrium after only two weeks, and that this coexistence region
may also contain samples which would eventually contain a fluid coexisting with
two solid (crystal) phases.
Increasing φ further, the frustrated fluid phase (fF) is encountered. This phase is
likely to be formed due to different volume fractions between coexisting phases.
In moderately polydisperse systems, there is no single phase at volume fractions
above the fluid-solid coexistence region. Any phase separation will lead to
different phases having different volume fractions; this volume fraction could be
high enough (φ > 0.58) that one or more of the phases are arrested. Indeed, this
is what we observe from the dynamic light scattering experiments and comparison
with simulations (chapter 5.3): the largest particles are arrested while the smallest
particles remain mobile.
At volume fractions high enough, φ > 0.64, the suspension was unambiguously
fully arrested: the particle-air interface did not move when the vial was tilted3.
Next, we consider the phase behaviour when attraction is added. For low
polymer concentrations, cp < 6mg/cm
3 the region of fluid-solid coexistence
remains approximately the same width. This region also has a re-entrant shape:
following a vertical line at φ ≈ 0.55, without polymer there is crystallisation;
increasing to cp = 4mg/cm
3 the crystal melts back into a single-phase fluid;
increasing the polymer concentration futher, above ≈ 6mg/cm3, we again observe
crystallisation. There is also similar re-entrant behaviour at the high-φ boundary
of the coexistence region.
Increasing the concentration of polymer past 6mg/cm3, for volume fractions below
0.55, results in the samples entering the metastable binodal region of the phase
diagram. Within the binodal the suspension undergoes phase separation into two
fluid phases with different turbidities and a sharp interface. These samples were
labelled gas-liquid. In the samples closest to the binodal, crystallites appeared
in the bottom, fluid phase and sedimented out, eventually forming a significant
3Or accidentally dropped.
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crystal layer; sometimes as much as 1/3 of the total height of the suspension.
This large proportion of crystalline particles suggests that there was actually
bulk crystallisation, rather than the possibility of crystals forming on the wall of
the vial. The gas phase persisted in these cases and the liquid did not become
consumed completely by the crystal phase. These samples were thus classified as
having three-phase, gas-liquid-solid (GLS) behaviour, denoted in figure 6.1 by ∗.
As the concentration of polymer is increased within the binodal region, the
coexisting gas-liquid samples no longer crystallise. The onset of GL formation
started within a few hours, but no crystallites were seen in the liquid phase after
two weeks. These two-phase, gas-liquid (GL) samples are denoted by • in figure
6.1.
At the highest polymer concentrations (relative to the binodal), a colloidal gel
was observed. Usually, the difference between gel and GL behaviours was obvious:
in gel samples, a particle-fluid interface was formed at the top of the suspension
and this interface quickly collapsed such that all of the particles were contained
in a single, percolated phase with a solvent layer above. This type of transient
gelation was not the focus of these experiments, but recordings were made of the
gel collapse such that the height of the interface over time could be measured.
The interfaces had a timescale of collapse typical of gels in short-range attractive,
colloid-polymer systems [112].
Some of the samples had gel phases which, for some reason, did not contain all
of the particles. These looked visually similar to some GL samples which, due
to the steep binodal, had a gas phase with very low volume fraction. In these
situations, it was difficult to categorise GL and gel samples by turbidity alone;
gels were distinguished from GL behaviour by the “tip-test”: the gel interface
remained parallel to the vial bottom, but the liquid interface became horizontal.
A photograph of a tip-test comparison can be seen in figure 6.2.
6.1.3 Discussion
Fluid-solid coexistence region
The experimental results are interpreted in light of theoretical phase diagram
topologies published by Fasolo and Sollich [35], who used mean free energy calcu-
lations to consider the phase behaviour of systems with various polydispersites, σ
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Figure 6.2 The “tip-test”: photograph comparing a typical gel (left), which has
an interface parallel to the vial bottom, and a gas-liquid sample (right),
with interface is parallel to the meniscus.
and attraction ranges, ξ. Reproduced in figure 6.3 are their predicted equilibrium
phase topologies for low ξ and three values of polydispersity: σ = 5, 7 and 8%.
A dotted line indicating the metastable binodal has been drawn on in each case.
The σ < 5% schematic shows that, in systems with low polydispersity, the
expected topology coincides with that observed in experiments using “effectively
monodisperse” colloids [52]: the region of fluid-solid coexistence broadens with
increasing cp, and various non-equilibrium behaviours are observed at high cp
that are interpreted as the presence of a metastable gas-liquid binodal buried
within the FS coexistence region. The effectively monodisperse, experimental
topology is sketched in the inset of figure 6.3; the phase boundaries that exist in
both the experimental topology and the calculated equilibrium case are that of
the FS coexistence region (blue lines), the single-phase solid and the metastable
binodal. Any predicted multiple solid (SS) or FSS regions are in experimentally
inaccessible regions of the phase diagram - the volume fraction of these phases will
be > 0.58 so the colloidal glass transition will intervene before phase separation
can progress.
When the polydispersity of the colloids is higher than 5%, the multiple solid
regions discussed in chapter 5, that are on the horizontal axis of the (φ, cp) phase
diagram, extend in the vertical direction. The region of phase behaviour which
broadens with increasing polymer concentration shifts sequentially to higher
volume fractions as polydispersity is increased. When σ < 5%, the largest region
of phase behaviour is FS; increasing polydispersity to 7%, the largest region
is now the FSS phase; finally, when σ = 8%, the FS and FSS regions remain
constant width and the FSSS region broadens. Experimentally realisable volume
fractions lie within the FS or FSS regions, so it is somewhat irrelevant whether our
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Figure 6.3 Topology of the phase diagram of a polydisperse colloid-polymer
mixture with polydispersities (left to right) σ < 5%, σ = 7% and
σ = 8% according to [35]. Inset: a schematic representation of the
phase diagram for a monodisperse colloid plus polymer mixture, with
blue lines indicating observed experimental phase boundaries. In each
case the metastable binodal has also been drawn in.
experimental topology is in line with the predictions for “7%”, “8%”, or indeed a
higher polydispersity, because any broadening will occur at volume fractions too
high to be observed.
The experimental FS coexistence region delineated in figure 6.1 for these σ = 12%
particles follows the same quantitative shape predicted in figure 6.3 for σ >
5%: the boundaries of the FS coexistence region remain parallel with increasing
polymer concentration, although the calculations of reference [35] do not predict
the experimentally observed re-entrant shape.
Metastable binodal region
For polydisperse colloid-polymer mixtures, the binodal should be buried within
multiple regions of the phase diagram according to figure 6.3, intersecting with
the FS/FSS boundary, so we may expect more than one type of behaviour within
the binodal region.
One complication is that, as discussed in chapter 5.1, it is possible the
experimental coexistence region contains both FS and FSS behaviour and, at
volume fractions above the coexistence region the non-equilibrium frustrated
fluid is present. Thus we attribute the multiple types of behaviour within the
binodal region in figure 6.1 to be caused by the intersection of the coexistence/fF
boundary with the binodal: the samples with parent volume fractions closest to
the binodal exhibit three-phase, GLS behaviour, consistent with this region being
below the coexistence/fF boundary within the binodal.
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Polydispersity of the particles is likely to decrease the gap in free energy between
the gas-liquid curve and the solid curve, since polydispersity will increase the
free energy minimum of the solid curve proportionally more than it will change
the gas-liquid curve. This means the fluctuations in free energy required for
the system to escape from metastable GL coexistence to equilibrium gas-solid
coexistence will be smaller than in a monodisperse, metastable system. It remains
to be seen whether this is an equilibrium phase (where all three minima lie on
one common tangent in the free energy diagram) or if the equilibrium is gas-solid
and the slow crystallisation of the higher volume fraction phase results in the
existence of a non-equilibrium gas-liquid-solid.
At higher polymer concentrations relative to the binodal, a two phase region is
observed. This region lies between the FS/fF boundary and the fF/gel boundary
within the binodal and was originally labelled as a coexisting gas-liquid. The
“liquid” phase of samples within this region is likely to have a volume fraction
within the frustrated fluid region, so should instead be labelled gas-frustrated
fluid. This could be confirmed by performing dynamic light scattering on the
dense phase of the coexisting sample - a frustrated fluid can be easily be identified
from the dynamical heterogeneities which manifest as a series of plateaus and
decays in the intensity correlation function of a DLS experiment (section 5.3).
Finally at high polymer concentrations relative to the binodal, the observed phase
is a gel phase, analogous to that seen in monodisperse systems with short-ranged
attraction [112]. This phase is situated above a tie-line that intersects the binodal
approximately where the attractive glass line would also intersect from the other
side. A revised schematic of the experimental phase diagram with potential
bounary intersections are shown in figure 6.4.
Conclusions
No widening of the fluid-solid coexistence region in this system of moderately
polydisperse colloids and small polymer was observed, in agreement with previous
experimental work [31]. The phase diagram was extended to a wider range of
colloid volume fractions and polymer concentrations than has been investigated
previously, revealing the full phase behaviour.
The experimental observations were considered in light of calculated equilibrium
phase behaviour of Fasolo and Sollich [35]; as a result, the phase topology for
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Figure 6.4 Schematic of the experimental phase behaviour of a colloid-polymer
mixture with low attraction range, ξ, and moderate polydispersity,
σ ≥ 7%, showing intersection of equilibrium and non-equilibrium
phase behaviour. The coexistence region is labelled FS although it is
possible it contains both fluid-solid and fluid-solid-solid behaviour within
the region, the dashed line denotes the metastable binodal and the
region labelled fF is the non-crystallising frustrated fluid investigated
in chapter 5.3.
a general colloid-polymer mixture, with moderate colloid polydispersity and a
short range attraction was determined and is presented in figure 6.4.
The intersection of phase boundaries with the metastable binodal leads to novel
phase topology not present in colloid-polymer mixtures when the colloid is
monodisperse. These non-equilibrium features within the binodal, coexisting GLS
and GL(fF), will be discussed further in the next section.
6.2 Phase transition kinetics
Determination of the binodal
When the relative volumes of two coexisting phases are known, the lever rule
provides a method of estimating the volume fractions of each phase and thus
an estimate of the position of the binodal [11]. The heights of each of the gas-
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liquid and gas-liquid-solid samples in figure 6.1 were carefully measured using an
upright vernier rule. The proportion of heights of the samples is related to the
proportion of volume fractions of each coexisting phase, relative to the parent
volume fraction; this information was used with the lever rule (page 2.3.2) to
check the ‘guide to the eye’ binodal line drawn in the figure was reasonable.
Currently there are no calculations of binodals in an equivalent system to
compare with these experimental observations. However, Warren studied the
(GL) phase transition kinetics of Schulz-distributed particles in 1999 [117]. Much
like Bartlett’s discussion of the hard-sphere freezing case [5], he proposed two
competing types of kinetics, depending on whether the system was quenched (fast)
or annealed (slow). The kinetics of the system were then split into two stages: a
fast spinodal stage and a slow ripening stage. Competition of the quenched and
annealed behaviours was predicted to introduce more complex phase behaviour.
With this in mind, it is possible that the samples with parent φ and cp close
to the edge of the binodal have reached the annealed, ripening stage of kinetics.
This would account for the two-staged crystallisation kinetics observed, since we
know from chapter 5 that crystallisation in this system is slow: crystallites start
to appear in FS coexistence after 1 day but the sample does not reach equilibrium
within the first 28 days.
Those samples deeper into the binodal, which do not crystallise, must therefore
have not reached the ripening stage. This is in agreement with our theory that
the high-φ phase in the coexisting “gas-liquid” samples is actually a partially
arrested frustrated fluid. The fast, quenching process allows the sample to phase
separate, but since the phase with the higher volume fraction is partially arrested,
the slow, ripening process cannot take place.
In chapter 5.2 we discussed possible fractionation between coexisting fluid and
solid phases in a hard-sphere system with similar polydispersity (φ = 11%); we
concluded the crystallisation process is very slow, and any possible fractionation
between multiple solid phases would require a coexisting fluid phase to help
transport the particles. It is possible that the different phase separation kinetics
of samples within the metastable binodal region could facilitate fractionation of
particle size between phases. Fractionation of particle sizes between coexisting
phases within the binodal region of figure 6.1 is investigated in the following
section.
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6.3 Fractionation within the metastable binodal
The presence of two types of non-arrested phase behaviour within the binodal
is one of the novel features of this polydisperse colloid-polymer system, so it
is important to investigate them further. While no significant fractionation
was observed in coexisting fluid-solid phases of the hard-sphere system, it is
possible that the kinetics of the samples within the binodal region could facilitate
size fractionation in coexisting GL or GLS phases. The possibility of particle
size fractionation was investigated using both scattering techniques and electron
microscopy.
6.3.1 Experimental setup
Batch C of ASM320 particles (σ = 12%) was used for these experiments. The
volume fraction of the parent suspension was determined using the centrifugation
method. Approximately half of the suspension was transferred to another vial
and solvent was added such that the new volume fraction was approximately 0.2.
3 ml of the φ ≈ 0.2 suspension was then transferred into two smaller vials. At
this point, solid polymer was added with reference to figure 6.1 to achieve (φ, cp)
points expected to be in either the GL(fF) or GLS region.
Figure 6.5 Illustration of the samples prepared to investigate possible fractionation
between coexisting gas-frustrated fluid, GL(fF), and gas-liquid-solid,
GLS, phases, as described in the text. Two vials were prepared for each
type of behaviour so the short and long time characteristics could be
measured.
The colloid-polymer suspensions were well-mixed on a rollerbank overnight then
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left undisturbed in an incubator set at 298 K so the phase behaviour could be
observed. When both GL(fF) and GLS behaviours had been observed, each
vial was mixed again on the rollerbank and two identical 1.8 ml vials, each
containing 1 ml of particles was prepared. This procedure was repeated to obtain
an equivalent set of samples at φ ≈ 0.3; the resultant samples are summarised in
figure 6.5.
Initial gas-liquid separation is fast for samples with both types of behaviour -
an interface is observed within an hour. A small amount of the gas phase was
extracted and diluted in decalin, then the remainder of the gas phase, plus some
interface region was removed and discarded. A small amount of the liquid phase
was then extracted and diluted in decalin. The second vial for each point was
left undisturbed for several days to allow for any crystallisation, then each of the
phases were extracted in the same top-down manner as those at earlier times.
The size and polydispersity of the particles in each phase were then determined
through a combination of small-angle x-ray scattering and transmission electron
microscopy.
6.3.2 Characterising coexisting phases
For the φ ≈ 0.3 samples, only small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) was used
to characterise the particles. The size and polydispersity were determined
by assuming a Schulz distribution and fitting calculated form factors to the
experimental ones, as discussed below.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was also used to measure directly the
distribution of the particles of the phases with parent volume fraction φ ≈ 0.2.
Additionally, the TEM distribution was used to calculate a form factor. By
comparing this with the SAXS form factors, the average radius and polydispersity,
as well as an estimate of the particle swelling and hair thickness was determined.
The difficulties in reconciling TEM and SAXS data were introduced in chapter 4
and are discussed further later in this section (page 119).
SAXS
Characterisation of particle suspensions using scattering methods was discussed in
chapter 4.2.1. A quick method of determining the average radius of the particles
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is by considering the q-value of the first minimum, where q is the scattering
vector, defined in equation 4.7 (page 52). For monodisperse particles, the first
minimum (I → 0) occurs at a value of qR = 4.493, where R is the radius of the
particles. A suspension containing particles of multiple sizes leads to multiple
points where I → 0, which results in minima with non-zero intensity.
The polydispersity of the suspension can be determined from the ratio of heights
of the first minimum and second maximum: the more pronounced the difference,
the lower the polydispersity. Experimental form factors for each of the phases
with parent volume fraction 0.2 are presented in figure 6.6. The intensity is
in arbitrary units and, in the case of the three-phase samples, the intensity
was scaled in order to distinguish the curves. The background scattering from
the solvent was measured and subtracted from each measurement. Using the
information about the relative intensities of the first minimum and second
maximum we can see that the sample which ends up as a coexisting gas-frustrated
fluid (bottom left in figure 6.6) has the greatest difference in the size and
polydispersities of each phase, while the sample that eventually exhibits three-
phase gas-liquid-solid (top and bottom right) has form factors that are visibly
similar.
Table 6.1 Average core radius (RSAXS) and polydispersity (σSAXS) as measured
by a core-shell particle model with a Schulz fit to the scattering data. All
radii have error RSAXS ± 2 nm, and polydispersities are σSAXS ± 0.2%.
The two rows that are in grey were the the intermediate gas and liquid
phases, extracted after a few hours of preparation. fF is used to signify
that we expect the most dense fluid phase in the two-phase sample to
be a frustrated fluid.
φ = 0.2 φ = 0.2 φ = 0.3 φ = 0.3
Phase(behaviour) RSAXS/nm σSAXS/% RSAXS σSAXS/nm σSAXS/%
Parent 152 6.1 152 6.1
Gas [GL(fF)] 139 13.0 142 10.5
Liquid [GL(fF)] 152 6.8 153 6.7
Gas (GLS) 152 7.7 148 8.5
Liquid (GLS) 153 7.5 153 6.4
Gas (GLS) 152 7.8 145 10.3
Liquid (GLS) 153 7.3 150 7.9
Solid (GLS) 155 7 153 6.2
The parent and 30% particles were prepared and sent to T. Narayanan at
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facicilty (ESRF) in Grenoble, France to
perform the SAXS; I travelled to the ESRF to perform the experiments on
the subsequent 20% batch. Dilute suspensions of each phase were transported
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Figure 6.6 Background-subtracted, small-angle x-ray scattering data (points) and
Schulz fits (lines) for ASM320 particles with parent volume fraction
φ ≈ 0.2. Top left: parent particles, measured and fit by T. Narayanan
at ESRF. Bottom left: fit to the gas-frustrated fluid phases of the
sample. The different size and polydispersity of these phases can be
easily distinguished in this figure. The right-hand column contains the
intermediate gas-liquid (top) and final coexisting gas-liquid-solid phases
(bottom) of the GLS sample; the form factors are near identical in each
phase and the absolute intensity had to be scaled in order for the curves
to be distinguishable.
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in 1.8 ml vials to the ID02 beamline at ESRF. When there, each particle
suspension was transferred to a flow-through capilliary of diameter 1.8 mm.
The geometry of the experimental equipment is designed such that, by varying
the sample-to-detector distance from 1 to 10 m, a scattering vector range of
0.008 nm−1 ≤ q ≤ 3 nm−1 could be covered. Measured two-dimensional scattering
patterns were normalized to an absolute intensity scale and then azimuthally
averaged to obtain the intensity as a function of q, I(q) [24].
All form factor fitting was performed using a form-factor generating script
(provided by T. Narayanan) in Origin, assuming a Schulz distribution. All fits
were convolved with a instrument resolution smearing function, which smears the
form factor in the low-q region. The original parent particles were fitted to have
a shell radius of 8 ± 2 nm, so this was used as the shell thickness in each of the
other fits.
The error in the fit was determined by the resolution of the fits: the average
radius was distinguishable to ±2nm and the polydispersity was changed in steps
of 0.2%. The best fit parameters of a Schulz-distributed core-shell particle model
are presented in table 6.1.
The results of the form factor fitting confirm the visual conclusions from
considering the shape of the form factors in figure 6.6: the coexisting phases
of the GL sample are significantly fractionated. The gas contains smaller,
more polydisperse particles than the liquid. A similar trend is seen in the
size and polyispersities of the coexisting GLS particles. Although the extent
of the fractionation is small, the gas phase in both sets of data contains the
smallest, most polydisperse particles, while the solid phase has the largest, least
polydisperse particles.
Since the particles were likely not to have a Schulz distribution (since the parent
particle size distribution has a negatively skewed, Weibull shape, fig 5.1), this may
affect the fits to the SAXS. Indeed, it is likely to be the reason some of the fits
in figure 6.6 were not good. For this reason, the exact particle size distributions
of each coexisting phase was also determined using TEM.
TEM
Transmission electron microscopy was used to extract size distributions for all
phases of the samples with parent volume fraction φ ≈ 0.2. The imaging and
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processing technique is identical to that used for the fractionating hard sphere
samples (chapter 5.2); the resultant distributions for each phase are shown as
histograms in figure 6.7.
The first thing to note is that the distributions do not follow a Schulz shape -
they are negatively skewed in all cases, with a tail of small particles. Secondly,
the solid phase is not significantly less polydisperse than the parent phase,
although in all cases the most concentrated phase appears to contain more of
the larger particles. This echoes the results of the fractionation in coexisting
fluid-solid samples in hard-sphere systems: no significant fractionation of particle
size between coexisting phases was observed.
The coexisting gas-liquid samples did, however, have a notable difference in
both size and polydispersity between the two phases. The average size and
polydispersity as determined from these distributions are recorded in table 6.2.
The dominant source of error in the measurements is the standard error of the
mean, which scales inversely as the square root number of particles counted.
Table 6.2 Average radius (R) and polydispersity (σ) determined by measuring
the Feret diameters of particles in ImageJ from transmission electron
microscope images. fF is used to signify that we expect the most dense
fluid phase in the two-phase sample to be a frustrated fluid.
φ = 0.2 φ = 0.2
Phase [behaviour] RTEM/nm σTEM/% N
Parent 124(4) 12.2(4) 2201
Gas [GL(fF)] 120(4) 14.7(5) 1029
Liquid[GL(fF)] 132(5) 8.5(3) 1163
Gas (GLS) 131 (5) 7.6(3) 1104
Liquid (GLS) 124(5) 12.3(5) 1014
Gas (GLS) 125(4) 11.2(4) 1149
Liquid (GLS) 131(5) 9.7(4) 1057
Solid (GLS) 135(5) 8.3(3) 1076
Distributions obtained from transmission electron microscopy analysis have the
advantage of allowing comparison between distributions from different phases
without employing any fitting techniques. However, the TEM radius will always
be smaller than that of the scattering measurements, due to the drying of the
particles during preparation, then the exposure of the sample to the vacuum
within the TEM. Consequently the polydispersity will be larger than that of the
same particles in solvent and it is possible that (de)swelling is size dependent.
Therefore, to consolidate the results and obtain a good estimate of the size and
polydispersity of the particles, these factors must be taken into account. We wish
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Figure 6.7 Particle size distributions of phase separating ASM320 particles,
originally at 20% volume fraction. The parent particle size distribution
is overlaid with a fitted Weibull distribution with mean radius 129 nm
and polydispersity 10%.
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to combine the accurate in situ radius and polydispersity measured by SAXS,
with the detailed distribution information obtained from TEM.
Comparing results
When performing initial small-angle x-ray scattering experiments, we assumed
the distribution of particles followed a Schulz shape. In many cases, the exact
distribution is not important (see chapter 3.5) but when the details of the size
and polydispersity are required in detail, for example when measuring small
differences between distributions, the shape does become significant. Light
scattering is concerned with the square of the volume of the particles, so scales
with R6. This means the largest particles are ‘seen’ more in light scattering
and, by assuming a positively skewed distribution when performing a fit, it is
impossible to account for the small particles in the sample, leading to a truncation
of the distribution and a reduction in the polydispersity.
Electron microscopy has its own issues, described in chapter 4.2.2. In particular,
the particles are required to be under vaccum to be imaged, so they will shrink.
Furthermore, the stabilising layer of PHSA hairs, included in light scattering
models, will collapse during the drying process. This combines to an overall
decrease in the size of each particle and thus the average size, while the width of
the distribution will remain more or less the same. As a result, the measured
polydispersity will be larger than the in situ. value. Therefore in order to
quantitatively compare the microscopy and scattering data, scattering form
factors were calculated from the TEM distributions, using a polydisperse core-
shell single particle form factor [74].
The form factors were calculated from histogram bin centres and frequencies,
using a discretised form of equation 4.30 (page 57), where the shell thickness,
scattering density, ρshell, and the average radius of the distribution, RTEMff ,
were adjustable parameters. Identical swelling (a shift in the distribution) of
the particles, as well as volume dependent swelling (increasing the spread of the
distribution) were considered; a combination of both swelling parameters was
usually the best fit to the scattering data.
The goodness of fit of the calculated form factor to the experimental data was
determined by minimising the sum of the square of the residuals for each point
i, Min(Σi(y
exp
i − ycalculatedi )2). Since scattered intensity covers many orders of
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Figure 6.8 A Porod plot of form factors for the parent ASM320 particles. The
points are the data as measured from SAXS, the red line is the Schulz-
calculated form factor and the blue line is the form factor generated
from the TEM distribution.
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magnitude, fitting using residuals would preferentially fit the highest intensity
data. To combat this problem, the analysis was performed on Porod plots of the
data: the scattered intensity is multiplied by q4. This results in an oscillating
envelope function, as shown in figure 6.8. The results of the fits are shown in
table 6.3.
Table 6.3 Average radius and polydispersity of each coexisting 20% sample as
determined by calculating a form factor from TEM data then fitting
to SAXS experimental form factors.
Phase [behaviour] RTEMff/nm σTEMff/% Least Squares fit
Parent 146(5) 10.4(4) 0.513
Gas [GL(fF)] 139(6) 13.0(6) 2.916
fFluid [GL(fF)] 152(6) 7.5(3) 1.144
Gas [GLS] 151(6) 7.1(3) 2.122
Liquid [GLS] 145(6) 10.9(5) 0.195
Gas [GLS] 145(6) 10.5(5) 0.252
Liquid [GLS] 147(6) 9.3(4) 1.075
Solid [GLS] 153(6) 7.9(4) 1.952
Discussion
Fractionation: By calculating form factors from TEM distributions, a good
estimate of the size of the particles in each phase was determined. The
qualitative trend remains the same: the most dense phase contains the larger
and most monodisperse particles but combining methods leads to more sources
of uncertainty. Therefore, we cannot make any statistically significant quanti-
tative conclusions about size fractionation in samples that exhibit three-phase
behaviour, but the results do indicate that polydispersity increases sequentially
in the solid, liquid and gas phases.
Both the SAXS and TEM results indicate that the samples which remain as two
coexisting phases, GL(fF), fractionate significantly during phase separation: the
gas phase contains the smaller and most polydisperse particles, while the more
dense, frustrated fluid phase retains a narrower distribution of larger particles.
This is likely to be due to the large difference in volume fractions between the
two phases - the gas phase needs only a small proportion of the overall number
of particles, therefore it is likely that they can be easily ejected from around the
gas-liquid interface. It is possible that the difference in polymer concentrations
between the two coexisting phases also has an effect, but the difference in average
particle size between each phase is small relative to the size of the particles so it
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is more likely the volume fraction of particles is having a greater effect.
There are not yet theoretical comparisons available for systems in the short range
attraction regime, but detailed calculations have been made for a system with a
larger size ratio [35]. Fasolo and Sollich compared calculations of their system
with a universal scaling law for particles with small polydispersities proposed by
Evans et al. [30] and experiments. From their data, a particle distribution with
parent polydispersity of ≈ 10% would have a difference in the gas and liquid
phases of ∆σ = 5%. This is in agreement with our experimental data for the
two-phase samples. The GLS samples did not show such a large difference in
polydispersities between the phases but, since we know crystallisation is slow in
these polydisperse systems, it is probable the crystal phase has not yet reached
equilibrium.
Particle swelling: During the course of the analysis, indirect measurements
of particle swelling and shell thickness were made. To fit the TEM-generated
form factor to that of the SAXS experimental one, the distribution was
shifted by a constant factor as well as a multiplicative one, allowing for the
possibility that larger particles may swell more than the smaller. The percentage
swelling was between 12 and 18% in all samples. Previous studies, summarised
in graphical form by Poon et al. [84], suggest a size dependent swelling.
Given that size-dependent swelling will affect the polydispersity of the size
distribution, this topic would benefit from a more systematic approach, to
discover if the polydispersity of a distribution can be manipulated using solvent
uptake properties of the particles. Variability in particle swelling highlights the
importance of characterising particles in the solvent that is to be used in the
experiments.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have presented results of an in-depth experimental study of the
effects of colloid size polydispersity in a short-range attractive hard-sphere system.
These results extend previous research on the topology of the polydisperse phase
diagram, revealing the fluid-solid coexistence region not only does not widen with
increasing attraction, but this narrow band of fluid-solid coexistence continues to
higher polymer concentrations, in agreement with mean free energy calculations
of the equilibrium phase diagram topology.
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Interplay of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium phase behaviours leads to novel
behaviour within the binodal region of the phase diagram, not observed in
monodisperse systems. Three-phase gas-liquid-solid behaviour is observed at
the edge of the binodal region. Detailed analysis of each phase suggest that
the gas phase contains a wider distribution of particles, with an average radius
smaller than that of the liquid and solid phases. The solid phase has the most
monodisperse distribution. The question remains why these samples remain as
three-phase, rather than reaching the equilibrium fluid-solid behaviour. The
time required for samples within the hard-sphere FS coexistence region to reach
equilibrium is long (at least 28 days) but not infinite; it would be possible
to determine whether the GLS samples are actually non-equilibrium fluid-solid
samples (rather than metastable GLS samples) by preparing a sample in the GLS
region and letting it equilibrate for longer than 28 days.
Deeper within the binodal region, crystallisation is not observed. The topology
of the phase diagram suggests that this is because the ‘liquid’ branch of the
binodal reaches high volume fractions, where crystallisation is not observed on
even the longest experimental timescales; the two phases are coexisting gas and
frustrated fluid. The frustrated fluid has characteristic dynamics, so it would be
straightforward to test this hypothesis.
Measurements of the average radius and polydispersity were determined using
SAXS, as well as detailed information about the particle size distribution using
TEM. The gas phase was significantly more polydisperse and had a smaller
average radius than the coexisting liquid or solid. The magnitude of the
polydispersity difference between coexisting GL phases was in agreement with
experiments using particles with a similar poydispersity but larger attraction
range.
In order to reconcile different methods of characterising particles, a method
to generate form factors from TEM distributions was developed. Using this
combination of methods, it is possible to obtain a good estimation of both the
average quantities and the shape of the distribution and is therefore a stronger
method of characterisation than either method alone.
This is just one system at a specific particle size, polydispersity and attraction
range. Although many novel features due to the particle polydispersity were
discovered and explored further, no strong conclusions were made. It would
be interesting to expand the experimental system, in particular to other
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polydispersities and include polymers of greater sizes relative to the particles,
to explore any common features in different systems.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary of results
In this work I have used visual observations, electron microscopy, light and x-ray
scattering to investigate the phase behaviour of polydisperse, hard-sphere and
attractive hard-sphere colloidal systems.
7.1.1 Phase behaviour in polydisperse hard-sphere systems
We made detailed observations of the phase behaviour of polydisperse colloidal
particles. Even though the particles were significantly polydisperse (≈ 11% and
12%), samples within the theoretically predicted fluid-solid coexistence showed
signs of crystallisation after only a few days. The width of the region did not
narrow relative to the width of the monodisperse coexistence region, although
calculated phase diagrams suggest that the fluid-solid coexistence region at this
polydispersity should be narrower [33].
By considering the width of the coexistence region, the slow crystallisation of
the particles (suggesting the system has not yet reached equilibrium) and the
second solid phase observed at long times, we concluded that the coexistence
region may contain both fluid-solid and fluid-solid-solid coexistence. This is
the first experimental observation of phase behaviour suggesting the existence
of coexisting solid phases in a polydisperse, hard-sphere system.
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The coexisting fluid and solid phases were characterised individually using trans-
mission electron microscopy to determine any size segregation (fractionation) of
particles between phases: no statistically significant fractionation was observed
after 28 days, but the results of a sample left for 120 days suggest that eventually
the solid contains a narrower distribution of larger particles than the coexisting
fluid.
At volume fractions higher than φm, the particles no longer crystallised in the
bulk, even after many months. However, these non-crystallising samples appeared
fluid-like, rather than an arrested glass. The dynamics of this frustrated fluid
phase were investigated further using dynamic light scattering.
Dynamic light scattering
The non-crystallising, frustrated fluid samples were further studied using the
cross-correlation technique of 3d dynamic light scattering (3d DLS). 3d DLS was
used to minimise any contribution of multiple scattering to the measured intensity
corrleation function, present due to the highly concentrated, turbid nature of
these particle suspensions. The experimental results showed dynamics associated
with both ergodic (fluid) systems and non-ergodic (glass) systems.
The dynamics information obtained from the intensity correlation functions were
compared with Molecular Dynamics simulations of particles with different size
distributions. One of the distributions was the experimental one obtained from
analysis of TEM images of the polydisperse particles used in the experiments,
to allow meaningful comparison of results. The simulations showed that the
largest particles (the largest 10% of the distribution) were arrested, while the
smallest 10% remained mobile, giving average dynamics with both features but
largely similar to the slow dynamics. Furthermore, the simulations indicate that
the choice of particle size distribution is important: not all distributions that
were considered displayed the same disparity in dynamics between small and
large particles. Both a two-tailed distribution and one wide enough to obtain a
large size ratio of smallest:largest particles is required to observed the differing
dynamics.
Further analysis of the experimental light scattering data showed that each curve
could be easily separated into a ‘slow’ of ‘fast’ type by the steepness of the first
decay; the overall dynamics were strongly influenced by the shape of the slow
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curves. This is in agreement with the simulation results. These frustrated fluid
samples are also characterised by the presence of inconsistent, anomalous ageing
behaviour: some samples appeared to have faster dynamics when remeasured
after a period of several months.
Fractionation
The crystallising, hard-sphere samples were also scrutinised further to determine
any possible fractionation of particles between the coexisting fluid and solid
phases. A second batch of particles, with similar polydispersity and size to
the first, were used for these experiments. The phase behaviour was initially
determined by experimental observations, to find the range of volume fractions
for fluid-solid coexistence. Following from this, a time series of samples, each
with the same volume fraction within the FS coexistence region, were prepared.
For each time point, the distribution of particles in each phase was measured
using transmission electron microscopy. After 28 days, there was no statistically
significant size fractionation between the fluid and crystal. After 120 days, the
fluid phase contained slightly smaller, more polydisperse particles than the solid,
but it was difficult to resolve the small changes with sufficient statistical accuracy
using this particular batch of particles.
7.1.2 Polydisperse colloid-polymer mixtures
A complete phase diagram for a polydisperse hard-sphere system was presented
in chapter 6. There are two main differences of this phase diagram from an
equivalent monodisperse case. Firstly, the fluid-solid region remained at a
constant width even at high polymer concentrations, in agreement with previous
experimental data and calculations [31, 35]. Secondly, both a three-phase,
gas-liquid-solid and a two-phase, gas-liquid were present within the metastable
binodal. We proposed that the intersection of the high-φ boundary of the fluid-
solid coexistence region and the binodal was responsible for this novel behaviour.
It is unclear whether the gas-liquid-solid behaviour is truly in equilibrium or
not - polydispersity is likely to decrease the gap in the free energies of the
solid phase and the metastable gas-liquid, but it would only be at equilibrium
if the common tangent construction allows for all three phases to have the same
chemical potential and osmotic pressure. The other option is that the system
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is attempting to reach a gas-solid equilibrium, but the kinetics of crystallisation
in this polydisperse system is so slow that it remains a non-equilibrium state
on experimental timescales. In general, it is likely that the high entropic cost
for ordering particles in a polydisperse crystal means we are unlikely to observe
behaviour predicted by theoretical work or simulations.
Possible fractionation between coexisting phases of samples within the binodal
region was also investigated. The size and polydispersity of each phase
was measured using transmission electron microscopy and small-angle x-ray
scattering. The three-phase samples did not show significant size fractionation,
while the two phase samples within the binodal did exhibit fractionation: the gas
contained a wide distribution of smaller particles, while the liquid contained a
narrower distribution of larger particles.
Throughout this thesis, transmission electron microscopy and x-ray scattering
were used to characterise size and polydispersity of coexisting phases. A robust
method of obtaining probability size distributions from electron micrographs was
developed, as well as a technique to translate the psds into scattering form factors.
A combination of both techniques is necessary to fully characterise a polydisperse
system.
In conclusion, the presence of size polydispersity in hard-sphere and attractive,
hard-sphere systems leads to non-trivial, qualitative differences in the phase
behaviour and dynamics of the particles compared to a system of monodisperse
particles. Although we discovered and investigated several features in the hard-
sphere and attractive hard-sphere systems, a lack of other literature on similar
systems, particularly experimental work, makes it difficult to form a complete
understanding of the system. However, this does mean that there is plenty of
scope for future research on this topic.
7.2 Future work
These experiments were undertaken with particles of just one polydispersity, so
an obvious route for future work would be to repeat these experiments for other
polydispersities. It would be particularly interesting to discover whether the
shape of the particle size distribution has any effect on phase behaviour.
Similarly, only one colloid-polymer size ratio was considered in this work;
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experiments to verify theoretical predictions at other size rations could reveal
new phase behaviour.
Another direction to pursue would be binary colloidal systems. There are already
some parallels between binary and polydisperse hard-sphere systems, namely the
non-crystallising, non-equilibrium regions observed in both systems. It would
be interesting to discover if there is a unifying mechanism responsible, or at
what polydispersity particle suspensions change from acting like a polydisperse,
frustrated fluid to a binary ‘glass’. In general, the disparity between theoretically
predicted equilibrium phases and the difficulties of reaching equilibrium in
experimental polydisperse and binary systems would be very interesting to
investigate further.
Non-crystallising behaviour is particularly interesting, and relevant to the metallic
glass community, but crystal structures are also studied extensively. The
combination of two polydisperse distributions of particle in a ‘binary’ phase
diagram could be a viable method of discovering new superlattice structures.
Finally, there is much scope left in the area of colloid-polymer phase behaviour
by considering attractive, binary hard-sphere mixtures.
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Appendix A
Extracting PSDs from TEM
micrographs
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to directly measure the
probability size distributions (PSDs) of batches of particles and also to investigate
the possibility of size fractionation of particles between coexisting phases
(chapters 5.2 and 6.3.2). While simple image processing techniques are sufficient
for well-separated, high contrast particles, the micrographs obtained were
generally not so simple to process. The sequence of steps that produced reliably
good PSDs was described in chapter 4.2.2; the information provided in this
Appendix is to motivate the decision of using Feret’s diameter, or the Feret
diameter, as the measure of the particle size.
A.1 Using the Feret diameter to measure radii of
particles
The image processing routine developed in Fiji outputs a selection of parameters
for each particle. With a range of options to calculate the particle radii, the
area of each particle is an obvious choice: the area will have the largest pixel
value and circularity can be assumed. Unfortunately, the processing steps often
output particles which are smaller than the actual particle, particularly when the
particles are densely clustered on the image. While it is straightforward to discard
all but the most circular particles from the analysis (“Circularity” is an outputted
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parameter) it is not an ideal solution - if, for example, the smaller particles are
more often badly segmented, discarding them will lead to a distribution that has
a different shape to the true distribution.
To solve this problem, the Feret diameter was used. The Feret diameter of an
object is the maximum end-to-end distance of the object, also known as the the
maximum caliper. For a circular object, the maximum length the Feret diameter
can be is the diameter of the circle. Furthermore, for selections that should be
circular, so long as at least half of the circumference is present, the measured
Feret diameter will still be the diameter of the original circle. This last point
is illustrated in figure A.1: one particle was selected and copied five times. The
copies then had a random area removed, shown in the left panel. The image
was processed using the steps outlined in figure 4.2.2 (middle panel). To check
visually that the Feret diameter outputs a reasonable ‘particle’, a simple script
was written to overlay the Feret diameter (yellow line) and the resultant ‘particle’
(yellow circle) centred on the midpoint of that line.
Figure A.1 Example of using the Feret diameter to measure circular particles when
the image is not circular. Left panel: original particle and 5 copies with
selections removed. Middle panel: output after application of particle
measuring routine. Right panel: overlay of resultant Feret diameters
(yellow lines) and bounding circles (yellow circles) of each line.
One of the parent distributions was also checked by measuring the particles “by
hand”. This is similar to a method utilised by Schöpe et. al. to measure PSDs
from scanning electron microscope images of sterically stabilised polymer particles
[103]. Their technique was as follows:
To determine the PSD, the images obtained by SEM were printed on
a poster printer on A0 paper so that each particle was not smaller
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than 10 mm. Each particle diameter was measured four times in
different orientations using a digital calliper. To obtain a reference
measurement, a test image was generated consisting of 100 images of
the same particle, arranged randomly as isolated particles, doublets,
triplets, and so on. All measured PSDs were deconvoluted using this
measurement to reduce instrumental uncertainty.
Similarly, the ASM320 particles were hand-counted in Fiji. Each image was
zoomed in to 400× magnification so each particle was approximately 40 mm in
diameter. The oval tool was selected and constrained (using the shift key) to
a circle as it was drawn over a particle. The circle was measured (M key) and
the corresponding area was then deleted to avoid double counting. The resultant
distributions agreed in shape, with the hand-counted particles tending to have
larger radii than those measured by the Feret diameter.
To determine where this error originated, one particle was copied 512 times and
measured by hand. The deviations from the mode tended to be overestimations
of one pixel in the radius; only one out of the 512 had a radius smaller than
the mode. The conclusion from this hand-counting analysis is that using the
Image processing steps and use of the Feret diameter to measure the particle
radii obtains a distribuion equivalent to one that would be obtained by much
more tedious hand-counting methods.
A.2 Estimation of error in the standard deviation
How good is the estimate of the polydispersity? The error in the polydispersity
is a combination of the errors in the mean and the standard deviation of the
distribution. Bootstrapping gives a measure of the consistency of the parameter.
In other words, it gives an estimate of the error on a sample parameter which, in
this case, is the standard deviation of the distribution.
The process of bootstrapping consists of generating a number of distributions
obtained from one parent distribution. A list of entries is sampled with
replacement to create a new list with the same number of entries, so there will
be repeated entries in the list. To obtain an estimate of the sampling error in
the TEM distribution measurements, a sample of 366 particles was used. 300
new distributions were obtained by sampling with replacement from those 366
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Figure A.2 Distributions of the mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of 300
resamples of 366 particles. The spread of values gives an estimate of
the errors in the mean and standard deviation associated with sampling
from a population.
particles. The standard deviation and mean of each new distribution was then
calculated, creating a distribution of parameters, shown in figure A.2.
The results of the resampling give an average mean of 118.92 ± 0.04 nm and
average standard deviation 14.04 ± 0.04 nm, which combine to give an error of
≈ 0.03% in the polydispersity.
In conclusion, the combination of the image processing steps outlined in chapter
4.2.2 and the use of the Feret diameter as a measure of particle size produces





The phase diagrams presented in the figures of this appendix were created with
the aim of matching amorphous experimental points with regions on a relevant,
theoretical φA − φB phase diagram where multiple solid regions are predicted.
Size polydispersity introduces quantitative and qualitative changes to single-
component systems and the effect of polydispersity of the components of a binary
system has not been systematically explored; it is likely that the phase topology
of an experimental binary system will not match exactly with the theoretical or
calculated phase boundaries. Furthermore, phase boundaries are not available
for every size ratio, so we are justified in moving and stretching phase boundaries
to attempt to fit better the experimental data.
The experimental data points were extracted from published data using DataThief
[115]. The data was re-plotted in Excel and the graphs were imported into
Inkscape [44]. Theoretical phase diagrams were also copied from published
work (listed in table B.1 and re-sized in Inkscape to match the scales on the
experimental plots. The theoretical boundaries were traced using a line tool
to allow manipulation of each boundary. The size ratio for each experimental
diagram was then matched to the closest available theoretical one, and the
boundaries were manipulated with the goal to a) place crystallising points
in appropriate theoretical regions and b) place amorphous points outwith
fluid+crystal regions, that is, either in regions where multiple solids are predicted,
at volume fractions beyond φg = 0.58 (denoted by a grey line in the figures), or
in the single-phase fluid region at low volume fractions.
The manipulated diagram is shown on the right of each pair of figures, while
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on the left is the manipulated diagram, overlaid with the original theoretical
phase lines (black). Many of the diagrams showed good agreement of theoretical
and experimental points with only small manipulations, while others had many
experimental points remaining in the ‘wrong’ region, even after manipulation.
Many, but not all, of the amorphous experimental samples can be accounted for
by their position in a multiple-solid regions of the theoretical diagram.
This background work provides motivation for a systematic study of the effects
of polydispersity on binary phase diagrams, as well as an investigation of the
kinetics of binary superlattice formation.
Label (Figure) Size Ratio, α Source
Experimental
w30212 (1) 0.3846 [101]
w20212 (2) 0.399 [101]
PSAB6 (2) 0.4 [100]
1fSPR (3) 0.428 [99]
1eSPR (3) 0.454 [99]
1dSPR (4) 0.476 [99]
1cSPR (4) 0.487 [99]
1bSPR (5) 0.508 [99]









Table B.1 Sources and size ratios of the experimental data and theoretical diagrams
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